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W
hat a season! RCYC has once again provided a broad range 
of sailing events, made up of a few new-format regattas and 
some freshly revived older ones. Most importantly, all of 
these boast a lively and healthy approach to our sport.

In this issue of Sail, we’ve dedicated many more pages to our 
local and club sailing events. These stories show the variety of regattas 
available along with the extensive social events on offer. In fact, if you 
look at the sailing calendar (page 58), you’ll see there’s barely a weekend 
free! The full calendar ensures the RCYC Sailing Offi ce is always busy, 
and keeps the functions and F&B teams on their feet. These staff are not 
only on top of their game, they go the extra mile to provide a full and 
healthy offering to our members. Thank you to all staff, both old and new.

RCYC’s fl agship race, the iconic Cape to Rio, which is steeped in 
history and fanfare, leaves our shores at the end of the year. The 2017 
race start takes place exactly 46 years after the fi rst race in 1971, to the 
date. As an RCYC member, this legacy is something to be truly proud of.
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T
his year’s many 

highlights have  

indicated once 

again that Royal 

Cape is the foremost yacht 

club in Southern Africa.

Last year, I reported that 

the seasonal southeaster 

seems to blow longer and 

harder. This year, the pattern 

continued unabated, with 

many regattas affected by 

wind. But since our sailors 

are a hardy bunch, this didn’t 

stop them from participating 

in our multitude of diverse 

sailing and social events, 

which cater for the varied 

needs of our members. 

We tried some new 

experiments this year:  

the summer regatta was 

expanded to a week-long 

event called the Cape Town 

Race Week, and during Fling 

Regatta dual scoring was 

introduced to test the ORC 

rating system. All yachts 

taking part in the Mykonos 

Regatta were also fitted with 

trackers, creating more 

participation for spectators  

at home. Read more on these 

initiatives in the relevant 

sailing reports.

I’m pleased to report 

that for the fourth year in  

a row our membership 

continued to grow. We now 

have in excess of 2 000  

members. Most Wednesday 

evenings see in excess of  

600 sailors participating  

on the water. 

The Royal Cape Sailing 

Academy continues to stand 

out as a beacon to our 

members and the local 

sailing community as we 

embark on a programme to 

transform our sport locally. 

Harry Brehm’s blend of sail 

training and life-skills 

coaching has allowed our 

students to bring a youthful 

vibrance to the Club.  

The academy fielded two 

teams for Lipton 2015 and 

performed well. In our fleet 

of five L 26s and a newly 

acquired sport boat, the 

teams train on Saturdays and 

Sundays and partake in club 

sailing events. Many students 

now hold South African 

skipper tickets. All this 

wouldn’t be possible without 

the generous contributions  

of our sponsors, Jewish 

Maritime league (JML),  

the Ozinsky estate, our 

anonymous donor, Lotto,  

the Italian Ambassador’s 

Race, Risk Africa Regatta and 

our generous members.

Our sailors once again 

brought great accolades to 

the club. Greg Davis and Dave 

Rae successfully defended 

the Lipton Challenge Cup, for 

the first time in our history.

Special mention must be 

made of our cruising section, 

led by Alan Haefele, which 

has had a very active year 

visiting sailing clubs in the 

Western Cape and making up 

a fiercely competitive class 

on Wednesday evenings. 

Socially, the monthly Jazz  

on the Deck and the weekly 

club draw events remain 

immensely popular.

The club requires  

a dedicated professional staff 

− and even more so with our 

increased efforts to grow our 

function income this year.  

We remain thankful for their 

contribution. To the elected 

committee members −  

the president, trustees,  

flag officers, committee 

members, subcommittee 

members and volunteers at 

all levels − thank you for 

what you do for Royal Cape. 

To the incoming committee,  

I wish you well in your 

endeavours. And to the 

members of RCYC, it’s  

a pleasure to have served 

you. Thank you for your 

overwhelming support.

Yours in sailing,

Ray Matthews
RCYC commodore

Letter from the commodore

S A I L
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“ Our sailors once again brought 
great accolades to the club. 
Greg Davis and Dave Rae 
successfully defended the 
Lipton Challenge Cup, for the 
first time in our history.”
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O
ur local coastline has long been part of seafaring 

legends, from the beautiful scenery as seen from 

the water to the challenging haul around the Cape 

of Good Hope. Professional sailors and amateur 

enthusiasts alike enjoy nothing more than scudding around 

the bays, inlets, harbours and open oceans that surround the 

Mother City. This sailing culture is part of our heritage, and it 

contributes signifi cantly to our tourism economy.
Whether you’re here on a quick stopover on a cruise or as part 

of a leisurely journey across the globe, chat to locals. They’ll tell 
you where the best restaurants, attractions and experiences are. 
I’d recommend a township tour in Langa just as much as I’d 
encourage you to enjoy the views from the top of Table Mountain.

In 2015, the South African Ocean Festival held at the V&A 
Waterfront provided exposure to a variety of ocean sports and 
activities, and it was a drawcard for local tourism. Many living in 
the city and its surrounds haven’t ventured out to sea to explore 
our precious marine environment. This event provided a fresh take 
on what our city has to offer visitors and locals.

The breathtaking sight of yachts heading out on the Cape 
Town leg of the Clipper Round the World Race always brings out 
the locals, the team crews and media in support, as does the 
World ARC Round the World Rally. Both events inspire those of us 
watching the intrepid sailors taking on the vast expanse of ocean 
between them and the next leg of their races.

The Cape Town International Boat Show – referred to as the 
“grand-daddy of boat shows on the African continent” – captures 
how important our city is as a port of call for all things maritime. 
It attracts visitors from across the country, and the world.

From container ships to pleasure cruisers and luxury yachts, 
we get to see all kinds of craft within a stone’s throw of Africa’s 
most-visited tourist attraction, the V&A Waterfront. The Cape 
Town Cruise Terminal development will see a further infl ux of 
pleasure-seekers. We’ve always prided ourselves in providing 
a welcoming experience, so we acknowledge the efforts of those 
working behind the scenes who contribute, from those in ports and 
hospitality to craftsmen helping to make craft shipshape again for 
further adventures out into the deep blue yonder. Bon voyage!
Enver Duminy
CEO of Cape Town Tourism 

Cape Town 
welcomes you

S A I L
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At Kohler, we are guided by a singular purpose: 

your experience. Those quiet moments when you 

forget your generator exists. That’s why our new 

marine generators are exponentially quieter with 

even less vibration. The most advanced, most 

reliable machines we’ve ever made.

KohlerMarine.com

Sales & Service: Tel +27 (0)21 511 8201
124 Marine Drive Service Road Paarden Eiland 

Email: jdejong@seascapemarine.co.za
www.seascapemarine.co.za
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David Abromowitz 
Email: info@yachtbrokers co.za  

Tel: +27 21 419 0722

Rob Sharp 
Email: rob@yachtbrokers.co.za Skype: rob.sharp.cb  

Tel: 082 55 707 42

GP42 – Vulcan
Two time SA IRC1 Champions - 2014 and 

2015! Bought by Hylton Hale and Johnny 

Cullum in 2009, she has raced under Puma 

and now HH and Durbanville Hills.

Corby 49 – Nitro
Two time IRC1 Summer Series Champs. Mike 

Hayton bought Nitro from Irvine Laidlaw. 

Nitro has enjoyed a successful few seasons 

with legends David Rae and Dave Hudson 

at the helm.

Leopard 46 – Blade Runner 2
“Many thanks, Rob and David, for making 

the purchase of our yacht Blade Runner 2 a 

smooth and pleasurable process – especially 

considering we were on one side of the world 

and you and our dream yacht were on the 

other. We’re so thankful for the outstanding 

service which enabled us to purchase our 

yacht via email and phone communications.

You couldn’t have made it any easier for us, 

so thank you − we love her!” Robbie xxx and 

Neville xxx, owners of Blade Runner 2

PRINCESS Yachts 
To experience the exceptional, and have 

a yacht that is an extension of yourself, 

and a statement of your lifestyle, consider 

a Princess Yacht. Every Princess Yacht is 

designed with a forward-thinking mentality 

and crafted with meticulous attention to 

detail. The Princess range includes the 

M Class, Flybridge Class, V Class and the 

S class, with over 20 di� erent models 

to choose from. 

The BENETEAU SENSE range
Sense is a range of cruising sailboats 

conceived and designed for a specifi c 

clientele: sailors desire the pleasure and 

comfort of living on-board. The hull design 

has been created in collaboration with 

Berret Racoupeau Yacht Design, to deliver 

maximum performance with a 15-degree 

heeling angle instead of the normal 20 

degrees. 

There’s also more comfort with an ultra-

convenient companionway.

The BENETEAU OCEANIS range
The Beneteau Oceanis range of 

sailing yachts (31’ to 60’) is aimed at 

knowledgeable and demanding owners. The 

boats o� er varied layout solutions: family 

versions for large families have up to fi ve 

cabins; while de facto layout versions are 

ideally suited to boat charter businesses. 

They have three trim levels: Avantage, 

Elegance and Charter.

There are also themed packs on o� er and 

a list of equipment to suit every type of 

sailing. The range o� ers a sail plan that has 

been perfectly adapted.

Marina Centre, West Quay Road, V&A Waterfront, Cape Town, South Africa, 8001   |  www.yachtbrokers.co.za

“We believe in our products and we’re passionate about them. 
We’re continually sourcing boats to sell to our discerning 
database of yacht buyers from our international network.”

DAVID ABROMOWITZ & ASSOCIATES

SOLD BY US
SOLD BY US

SOLD BY US



The oceans that embrace our peninsula tell stories of 

the City of Cape Town’s past, present and future. 

They remind us of the origins of the diversity we 

celebrate here, where the world continues to meet. 

The sea reminds us of the many fishermen who continue  

to make a living out of the ocean’s fruits. It also serves as  

a constant reminder of the natural beauty that surrounds us.
We are grateful for the work done by the Royal Cape Yacht 

Club in contributing to the heritage of our city, and their efforts 
to bring people together and build an inclusive city. We are 
honoured to act as host city to all the visitors, both local and 
international, that RCYC’s events attract into our city

The RCYC has helped prove that, whether it’s on land or  
at sea, Cape Town is the events capital of Africa. I would like  
to thank the Club for their role in helping to preserve and 
consolidate this reputation.

I would like to wish the Club the very best for the year 
ahead. May every endeavour you embark on be a success.

 
Patricia de Lille
Mayor of Cape Town
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Afrimat Limited is a leading black empowered 

open pit mining company providing an 

integrated product offering ranging from 

aggregates, industrial minerals, concrete 

products (bricks, blocks and pavers) to 

readymix concrete.

Afrimat has established a strong foothold 

in contracting services comprising mobile 

crushing, screening, drilling and blasting.

Backed by more than 45 years’ experience, 

Afrimat listed on the JSE Limited in 2006. As 

part of its continued diversifi cation strategy, 

the group is expanding its footprint into 

Africa.

The group’s capabilities enable Afrimat to 

service projects of any scale from major 

infrastructure and construction projects for 

state-owned enterprises and parastatals 

through to small private sector contracts. 

Concrete 
Products

Contracting 
International

Industrial 
Minerals

Readymix

Aggregates

®

Tel +27 21 917 8840

Fax +27 21 914 1174

info@afrimat.co.za

www.afrimat.co.za

Building on 
Africa’s strength
A range of products built on the foundation 
of quality and durability
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WELCOME TO GM BRUCE PARKER
After graduating from The Granger Bay Hotel School (CPUT) in 1991, Bruce worked his way through the ranks 

in hotels until he became GM of some impressive properties, including several five-star establishments.

His travels took him to Botswana, where he first managed a hotel and later started a FMCG distribution 

business. “Our children’s schooling required we return to SA,” says Bruce of their move back home. He then 

accepted a position as regional director for a UK Drinks company, which opened the door to more international 

travel. In 2010, he returned to the hotel industry, carving a niche as a turnaround specialist while he also owned 

and managed a restaurant in Cape Town’s trendy De Waterkant.

In his new role as GM at RCYC, Bruce is looking forward to improving the all-round offering to club 

members, building the membership base and increasing profitability in a friendly yet professional environment 

where all stakeholders can benefit.

Aside from work, Bruce counts reading, exercise, socialising and outdoor pursuits as interests. Welcome 

aboard, Bruce!  

NEW TO THE TEAM  
General manager: Bruce Parker; Restaurant manager: Richard Pearce; Head chef: Lisl Meyer; Receptionist: 
Charne Seger; Sous chef: Justin Zietsman; Functions coordinator: Natalie de Gois. Tammy Classen promoted 

from waitress to Junior Duty Manager.

SOME OLD AND SOME NEW FACES AT RCYC:
From left to right: Front row: Joshio Fischer (Marina Manager); Belinda Brown ( Accounts Administrator); Charne Seger (Receptionist); Patricia Peinaar 

and Jacqueline Malenja; Sandra Mabusa (Waitress); Diane Bright (Marina Secretary). Back row: Brian Ramsey (driver); Morris Maqana; Bruce Walker 

(General Manager); Fanie Naude (Sailing Administrator); Toni Mainprize (Sailing Events Manager); Riaan Bezuidenhout (F&B Manager); Micky vande 

Pitte (Membership Secretary); Amanda Munitz (Finance Manager); Natalie de Gois (Functions Coordinator); Elliott Magadlela (Marina Supervisor).

* Available on the morning of the photo

RCYC NEWS & VIEWS
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RCYC thanks all the volunteers for their support and for selflessly giving 

up their time.

VOLUNTEERS DUTY
Twilight & Club

Ron Keytel
Twilight Racing/Double-Handed Bridge/

CTRW/Club/Fling
Veronica Miller Twilight Racing Bridge/Fling 

Diane Brown Twilight Racing Bridge/IRC Nationals

Andre Fredericks Twilight Racing Bridge/IRC/Fling/CTRW

Mathina Schmidt Twilight Racing Bridge/Harken/RRI/CTRW

Liz Matthews
Double-Handed Bridge/RISKAFRICA 

Bridge/IRC
John Connor Double-Handed Bridge/IRC

Deon Miller Ladies regatta

Paul Harding Club Racing Bridge /mark-laying, Lipton

Stewart Robinson Club Bridge/Fling/CTRW

Howard Richman Bridge/Academy

Main Regattas
Doug Alison Race Officer, Lipton

Rick Nankin Race chairman, Fling Regatta

Derek Shuttleworth Race chairman, Mykonos Regatta

Ray Matthews
Race chairman, Seniors’ Race /Italian 

Ambassador’s/bridge/mark-laying
Vitor Medina Race chairman, Portugal Day

Patrick Holloway Race chairman, RISKAFRICA/Lipton

Jacqui  Brand Seniors’ Race

Di Hutton-Squire IRC Nationals Race Officer

Neville Norton Race Officer, Mykonos 

Di Norton Mykonos Bridge

David Booth Race chairman, Overnight Race 

Lee-Anne Purse Club sailing and Saturday regattas

Nick Russell Chairman of Pinto Russell Rally

Dave Hudson Protest chairman

Simon Borchert Ladies’ Race/CTRW Chairman

Penny Callan IRC/CTRW

Rob Willcox Race Officer, CTRW

Driving & Mark Laying
Dave Blewett Mark-laying

Trevor Wilkins Photographer

Dave Mabin Photographer

Ashleigh de Villiers Photographer

Harry Brehm Race chairman Youth Regatta

Dave Abromowitz Bridge boat for Midsummer Fling

Ian & Elske Henderson Bridge boat CTRW/Clipper start

Henk Jones Loaning boat for press

Mennetjies Viljoen Driving Lipton VIP Boat

Craig Elston
Mark laying Lipton and Harken/ 

RISKAFRICA
Dale Kushner Bridge boat driver, Double-Handed

Anthony Wentworth Lipton mark-laying (six days)

Alexandre Monat Lipton mark-laying (six days)
Johanne Koopmans 
(Boet) 

Fling/CTRW

Dave Elcock Lipton/Fling

Andre Bestha Mark-laying, Lipton 

Ryan Banardo CTRW

Kevin & Donna Dawson Bridge Boat, CTRW 

Ian Watkins RO, Ladies’ Regatta

Dedicated photographers Trevor Wilkins and Ashleigh 
de Villiers, always at the ready to capture our regattas

Toni Mainprize and Pat Strydom

Liz Matthews, John Connor and Ron Keytel

Lipton protest committee
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VISIT THE RCYC LIBRARY 
Up in the Chart Room is one of the finest libraries available in any 

yacht club, which members are free to use. 

Since the Club’s establishment, over 100 years ago, books have 

been donated by many yachtsmen and women as they sailed away 

from these shores. Among the authors whose books we feature are 

John Masefield, Sir Winston Churchill, Gavin Menzies, Uffa Fox, 

Joshua Slocum, Sir Alec Rose, Sir Francis Chichester, Naomi James 

and many more. 

Subject categories cover boardsailing; celestial navigation; 

design and construction; lighthouses; naval history; racing; sailing; 

merchant ships; warships; clipper ships; radio; shipwrecks; stories of 

voyages by solo sailors and families with children; and many more.

The books by C.S. Forester, in particular, cover most of the 

famous Hornblower adventures and there’s an absorbing read on  

the adventures of sailing between 1520 and 1914. 

There are also the fascinating and controversial book by Gavin 

Menzies on China’s voyages from 1421, in which he claims they 

discovered America prior to Christopher Columbus! Then there are 

various tales of of sailing around Cape Horn, and the life-and-death 

voyages undertaken by captains and crews of bygone years. Clipper 
Ships and Tall Ships that Pass are all there for you to read and enjoy.

Members, make use of your library. Keys to the cabinets can be 

obtained from reception, and each book has a card at the back. Take 

it out, sign and date it, and hand it in at reception. When you return 

the book (after three weeks, please), I’ll make sure that it’s slotted 

back into the correct place. 

If you wish to search for a particular book, there’s a large 

manuscript with all the book titles listed. If you know the author, 

there’s a similar record with all the authors’ names listed.

I’m usually at the library on Wednesday mornings from  

about 10:30am until 1pm.

If you have any queries, call me at 021 782 8090 (home)  

or 083 597 3346 (cell). –Rupert Toms

CUPPA FOR A CAUSE
The Commodore’s Wife’s nautical-themed women’s high tea was hosted 

by RCYC on 12 March 2016. Charmaine Warburton, our glamorous 

emcee, started proceedings by introducing Ieva Tomase from  

The Tea Chest Luxury Tea Merchants. 

Ieva taught us about the art of tea − how and where it grows, how 

it’s picked and harvested, and the correct way to prepare it. Ieva also 

showed us the gorgeous loose-leaf teas and lovely tea bags they supply.

Guests enjoyed tea, provided by The Tea Chest, and great eats 

prepared by Liesl and her crew in the galley. Our main speaker, 

Martinique Stilwell (known as Nicky), the author of Thinking up  
a Hurricane (Penguin), told us about her experiences and adventures 

travelling around the world with her family on Vingila, which was 

launched in Durban nine months before they departed from Royal Cape 

on the 25 March 1978. With much humour, Martinique shared beautiful 

pictures and read snippets from her book, contributing to a wonderful 

afternoon. After answering numerous questions from our enthusiastic 

audience, we held the lucky draw for prizes.

A very special thank you to all our sponsors for their wonderful support:
Steve Meek − North Sails; Dickie Mendes – Ecoco; Duncan Ellison  

– FastNet; Tracey Bell-Erben for the Porcupine Ridge wines;  

City Sightseeing Cape Town; Richard’s Supper Stage & Bistro;  

The O company; RCYC Galley; Hire Co; The Linen Corporation; Distell; 

Two Oceans Aquarium; Sh’Zen; Media 24; Mullers Optometrists; Trevor 

Wilkins Photography; Addis; and The Tea Chest.

Thanks also go to: Martinique, our special guest; Ieva from The Tea 

Chest; Charmaine, our emcee; Natalie, our functions coordinator; Lisl, 

our head chef and her staff; and Riaan and all our waitering staff.

To all the those who brought goods for our charity, Where 

Rainbows Meet. It is greatly appreciated. To the women of RCYC: thank 

you for making it such a special day. –Liz Matthews
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SHINE ON!
The South African Ocean Festival, which took place from 19 October  

to 8 November 2015, included many water-sport events, such as the 

IRC Nationals. To launch the festival, RCYC members were invited to 

decorate their boats in fairy lights supplied by the festival organisors in 

order to create a lighted boat parade. 

In all, 70 boats collected lights, but a very black southeaster 

deterred quite a few from motoring to the V&A Waterfront. Still, the 

boats doing their laps of honour, all lit up, was a beautiful sight to see. 

“Sometimes things just click and an experience is lifted well 

beyond expectations. The lighted boat parade outshone the strong 

winds and everyone on the water had an indelible grin that didn’t  

need an explanation,” said Luke Scott (Scarlet Sun) of the event. 

WHAT A SHOW
RCYC and Lufthansa teamed up for the 2015 Cape Town International 

Boat Show, hosted at the CTICC. The aim? To promote RCYC, sailing  

as a sport and leisure activity, and our ever-popular Lufthansa Twilight 

Series. Our stands stood proudly side by side as the ideal vehicle to 

achieve this, giving the community a brief glimpse of what the club  

has to offer. 

RCYC staff and members volunteered their time to chat to the 

public about all aspects of the club. The show was also a great 

opportunity to promote our Sailing Academy to more youth and perhaps 

potential investors. We offered a discounted membership to any new 

member signing up at the boat show, which proved to be successful as 

we gained two new members. Several boat-show visitors also came 

down to RCYC to participate in the Lufthansa Twilight Series as a result 

of chats at the stands. 

I’d like to thank the staff and club members who gave their time: 

Bernard Farmer, Russel Vollmer, Dave Gough, Neil Gregory, Alan 

Haefele and, especially, Alexander Monat for volunteering at the stand 

during the Opening Cruise. In 2016 the boat show moves to the V&A 

Waterfront and we hope RCYC will be present. −Fanie Naude,  
sailing administrator

RCYC Club Annual Awards 2015
Claire Heginbotham – Junior Sailor of 

the Year

Peter Bam – Senior Sailor of the Year

Colin Horton & Kenneth Botwood 

– Double-Handed Sailors of the Year

Luke Scott – Most Improved Sailor of 

the Year

Irvine Laidlaw – International Sailor of 

the Year

David Garrard – RCYC Sailor of the Year

Cathleen Hughes – Most Improved 

Academy Sailor of the Year

Kristina Plattner – Lady Sailor of the Year

Denzil Griffin – Cruiser of the Year

RCYC 2015/2016 Sailors of the month
July ‘15: Dave Rae, for his Lipton win, L26 

Nationals win, J22 Worlds win, and IRC 

Nationals win.

Aug ‘15: Paul Vivian, for being part of the team 

that went to China to participate in the Qingdao 

International Regatta.

Sept ‘15: Erhardt Joubert, for his win at the last 

double-handed and his commitment to racing.

Oct ‘15: Nick Faraday, from the Academy. One 

of his crew slipped off a vessel during training 

and he performed a textbook man-overboard 

rescue. Nick was also been selected for the 

420s to go to the ISAF Youth Worlds in 

Malaysia in December.

Nov ‘15: James Largier, as the boat captain of 

Vulcan, which won the SA IRC Nationals. 

James also won the SA 505 Worlds.

Jan ‘16: Bernard Farmer (Shadowfax), for his 

win at Cape Town Race Week and his improve-

ment in race results over the previous months.

Feb ‘16: Cliffy Heath, for his active role on 

foredeck on Spilhaus in the Mykonos Offshore, 

at age 87.

March ‘16: Robbie van Rooyen, for winning 

the Vasco da Gama Race.

April ‘16 – no awards given

May ‘16: Mike Hayton, on Nitro, for achieve-

ments in the Mykonos Offshore 

June ‘16 – no awards given

RCYC CLUB CHAMPS SPECIAL AWARDS – 2015/2016
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When he had the “crazy idea” of entering the next Vendée Globe sailing 

race, Sébastien Destremau − French sports journalist, professional 

skipper, adventurer and seventh entrant for the Vendée Globe 2016  

− found himself without a boat. 

Via his contacts in the sailing world, he heard that Explora –  

a 60-foot IMOCA built in 1998 – was for sale. So he made his way to 

Cape Town to have a look at her, and, although she was a bit battered 

and not equipped with the latest technology, he fell in love. 

In July, Sébastien returned to Cape Town with his crew to prepare 

Explora, renamed FaceOcean, for the long journey home to Toulon, 

France. After many delays, the team finally departed for France on  

18 August 2015. 

The Vendée Globe has been called the toughest race in the world: 

Solo, non-stop, without assistance around the world. With his  

FaceOcean campaign, Sébastien aims to share the Vendée Globe 

adventure with thousands of followers via Virtual Regatta. His boat will 

be transformed into a studio and will bear the faces of all the followers 

who signed up as minor or major sponsors of his campaign. The big 

bonus is that one of his followers will win his boat after he completes 

the Vendée Globe.

While in Cape Town, Sébastien visited RCYC on many occasions.  

He presented his FaceOcean project on 29 July in the main hall to an 

unusually packed audience, ranging from youngsters to veteran sailors. 

During the informative, entertaining and inspiring session, co-presented 

by sports radio journalist Jeff Ayliffe, he shared his passion for sailing 

and his dream of partaking in the world’s toughest race.

The club organised an official farewell fleet for Sébastien’s 

departure, with the RCYC commodore, vice-commodore and special 

guests from the City of Cape Town and the French Consulate waving 

goodbye with both South African and French flags, while the IMOCA, 

proudly bearing the RCYC burgee, made its way out of Table Bay.

Sébastien, who is presently sailing his solo qualifier for the  

Vendée Globe aboard FaceOcean from Lanzarote to Newport, has  

fond memories of the time he spent in Cape Town – despite the 

numerous obstacles and the boat repairs, which turned out more 

extensive (and expensive!) than initially estimated. 

Asked about his connection with RCYC, he says: “What amazed me 

about the Royal Cape Yacht Club was the warmth of the welcome of 

members and staff. Nothing was too much trouble. The Vendée Globe 

evening we presented was well attended, and the crowd was keen  

to grill me with many questions! I thoroughly enjoyed my stay in  

Cape Town and hope to return soon for a visit.”

Before departing, Sébastien nominated beautiful local sports and 

media personality Vanessa Sandes (Haywood) as the Godmother for 

his boat. 

Follow the progress of the FaceOcean project and Sébastien’s 

Vendée Globe adventure, due to start on 6 November 2016 from  

Les Sables d’Olonne, France, via his website (www.faceocean.fr – select 

English) and Facebook/Twitter (search for “FaceOcean”). −Marie Stinnes

THE PORTUGUESE BAY RACE 
This year, 56 boats participated in this popular regatta, which is sailed 

as a pursuit event, with the slower boats starting first according to 

individual handicaps.

The race officer, Manuel Mendes, set a course from the bridge hut 

going around Barker Rock in Clifton and back to the start/finish. The 

weather was ideal, with a 12 to 15 knot westerly and a flat sea. Some 

boats were a little overeager, though, and tried to clean their bottoms 

on Barker Rock. Fortunately, no casualties were reported.

The race was won by Hylton Hale and Johnny Cullum on Vulcan, 

followed by Jacana and Windpower.

The festivities and prize-giving that followed were kindly sponsored 

by our Portuguese community − a big thank you goes to The Portuguese 

Consulate, Lusitania, Mercantile Bank, Fish for Africa, Chef Cello and 

Chef Rui Santos, and also the Amigos Portugueses, who provided the 

entertainment. −Vitor Medina

FROM EAST TO EAST
The Vasco da Gama Ocean Race 2016, from Durban to Port Elizabeth, 

started on 23 April. 

The following RCYC entries took part in the race, with AL Mount 
Gay Rum taking the honours:

Rob van Rooyen/James Largier AL Mount Gay Rum (Farr 38)

Bernard Farmer Shadowfax (Charger 33)

Danie Colyn  SmartTri40 (SmartTri 40)

Michael Kavanagh  Ray of Light (Beneteau First)

Herbert Karolius  Rocket (Simonis 54)

Grant Chapman  Rotary Scout (Tosca 36)

Gabriel Fernandes  Yes Girl (L 35 MOD)

25 YEARS STRONG  
Proudly local boat-builders Robertson and Caine celebrate 25 years of 

manufacturing perfection. Fine builders of Leopard catamarans, amongst 

others, Robertson and Caine launch their new catamarans from the Royal 

Cape Yacht Club basin. Congratulations on this milestone!

1 2 W W W. R C Y C . C O . Z A

SÉBASTIEN  
DESTREMAU  
VISITS CAPE TOWN From left: Manuel Mendes (Race Officer), Catarina Arruda (Consul 

General of Portugal in Cape Town), Ligia Fernandes (Lusitania Fishing), 
Ruth Brito (Mercantile Bank), Jose Monis (Fish for Africa), Carlos de 
Aguiar (Amigos Portugueses) and Wayne de Freitas (Bridge Auto).

The Leopard 43 Powercat produced for Moorings.

Central Boating (Pty) Ltd
Unit 7 Maitland Business Park
Mowbray Road, Maitland
Cape Town
7405

info@centralboating.co.za  |  021 424 8026  |  centralboating.com

Lewmar products benefit from our experience in high-tech materials and design 
techniques picked up over many years of involvement in the highest level 
of racing and Superyacht development. 

The end result is a range of robust, high-performance products
which ease sail handling for every sailor.
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In it to win it?
How important is the performance factor? To me, performance is highly 

overrated in sailing, especially for the youngsters. These days, it’s as if 

anything other than fi rst place isn’t worth much. But there’s something 

more in sailing than winning: having fun and enjoying the ride. If you love 

what you’re doing, success comes automatically. Pushing young sailors 

too early to reach a set goal might even be counter-productive.

Considering these principals, and given the huge spectrum of goals 

and variation of sailing talent from our students, supporting every 

student in the best possible way can be a challenge. 

My experience as a sailing coach has taught me that it might take 

a student a lot longer to reach the level of competence needed to start 

racing than we’d like. I once thought every kid would be able to apply 

the basics of sailing within a year, easily. That can be the case for the 

kids who come to us with a certain amount of dinghy experience and 

who’ve not been left behind in terms of general schooling. But a lot of 

our students come from less-than-ideal educational environments; 

some of them have been fi ghting it out, without any support from their 

families, from an early age. It’s only once students have accepted that 

sailing is not a one-man-show that they’re ready to work in a team and 

put to practice what they’ve learnt. 

Continued sailing success
Quite honestly, I’ve lost count of our number of student success stories. 

Let’s just say many former students are active in yachting and show 

continuous success. If our senior students man our L 26 boats and race, 

they usually fi ght it out for podium positions. Some RCYC members 

have expressed concern that our academy boats might have received 

illegal performance upgrades. Rest assured: all our L 26 boats are within 

the L26 class rules. 

W
e’ve reported on the annual success of the 

RCYC Sailing Academy in previous issues of Sail. 
So far, we’ve managed to meet the expectations of 

all our sponsors, RCYC members and our students. 

Yet the question always remains: How can we make this successful 

youth-training programme thrive even more? 

Sometimes if you try to better certain things in one area, you may 

lose your grip at the other end of the scale. The right balance is needed 

to ensure our sailing programme remains both successful and 

sustainable. The same careful balance is needed when it comes to 

bringing students from various age groups and social backgrounds 

together. That’s why it’s so satisfying to see how our students interact 

with, and show mutual respect for, each other.

We’ve introduced starter-up training on Sundays for students of 

different age groups and sailing skills. Once the younger students reach 

a certain skill level, they can start sailing with more experienced 

students on Saturdays and get introduced to club racing. The older 

students act as role models for the younger ones: paying it forward is 

the best way to describe it.

The same goes for the upkeep and upgrade of our academy 

boats. The students are responsible for keeping the boats in 

shipshape and they’re actively involved in upgrading our boats 

for racing. 

Our sailing programme could be bigger and better. But, in truth, 

there’ll never be enough time and money to make the programme 

perfect. We can only improvise with the resources we have. And 

instead of measuring our success in numbers only, it’s far more 

important that we make a big enough impact on our students to get 

them to the next level. It’s easy for the newcomers to make fast, 

steady progress in sailing. It gets more complicated as they advance.

Paying it forward
Harry Brehm, manager of the RCYC Sailing Academy, says while balance is 
needed for the programme’s success, so is having fun. He refl ects on the role of 
support in ensuring the next generation of sailors make their dreams a reality

S A I L
R C Y CL O C A L
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determined enough. We can help them by making the necessary 

connections, but it’s up to them to finally succeed. Our students have  

to realise the level of competition that’s out there.

We had a nail-biting experience trying to get one of our students 

accepted as part of a boat delivery from StThomas (US Virgin Islands) to 

Mallorca, Spain. The fact that this delivery will indeed take place, on the 

175ft Mirage, is more than remarkable. And it was only possible because 

of our wide-spun net of connections within the yachting community. 

It started with Hylton Hale telling me of this opportunity to select 

one of our students for the position. Then Anthony and Phil Wade  

from Marine Inspirations did a hell of a job in making sure that all 

requirements were met to guarantee that Asemahle Jack was able  

to get to the Virgin Islands in time for the departure. Even David 

Abromowitz, a well-connected man in the marine industry, gave our 

student his full support. Our RCYC commodore, Ray Matthews, not  

only signed some important letters addressed to the United States 

Embassy, he also agreed to accompany Asemahle on his second visa 

appointment. There was never-ending support from all those involved  

in making this happen, even after the first visa application was denied. 

In the end, got Asemahle’s passport back, with the needed US visa,  

with only a couple of hours to spare before his flight.

In Asemahle’s words: “A big thank you to everyone who helped me 

get my visa. I’ve never experienced so much support in my life, and I’m 

very grateful.” And in true academy spirit, it’s now up to Asemahle to 

pay it forward in the best possible way.

To the rest of our students, I only have this advice: Never give up 

on your dreams. Make sure you do what it takes to make them a reality. 

It may not be easy, but it’ll be so worth it in the end. 

All big things originally started as a dream. So let’s dream big for 

the future of all our young sailors.

But the sailing talent and success of our students doesn’t just stop 

outside the L26 class. Whenever our students are invited to join other 

teams, they add value to the race performance of that particular boat. 

The opportunities to race outside of our academy programme 

started when William Brooks invited a team of students to race on 

Regardless in 2014. During the four months of this joint venture, the 

boat often took top positions. Lately, a lot of our students have teamed 

up with various boat-owners. For instance, Errol Stern invited some of 

our students onto his boat a couple of months ago. Tenacity has had  

a bunch of our students onboard since last November and it seems 

they’re performing quite well. A-L had four of our students onboard in 

key positions when she won the last Fling regatta in style. Our students 

are also regular crew members on Thunderchild, Rocket, Yolo and on 

Greg Davis’s Cat, Set Sea, to name a few.

Some boat-owners may think I tell students which boats they 

should sail on. I can assure you that this isn’t the case. Students either 

like to sail and race on a boat, or they don’t. It’s up to the boat-owner to 

put the kids in responsible positions and accept them as valuable crew 

members. Otherwise, if the students can’t see a chance to broaden their 

sailing knowledge, they might look elsewhere.

Positions in the Blue Economy
Apart from racing, we try hard to keep our students involved in sailing by 

trying to find them employment in the marine industry. During the last 

two years, we’ve placed students in various positions, ranging from sales 

to boat-building and rigging. This is an important aspect of our sailing 

programme. With the general knowledge students receive through us, 

they’re more likely to secure positions in the Blue Economy. 

Many students dream of finding a post as a crew member or boat 

captain on an international race. This isn’t far-fetched, provided they’re P
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Every Royal Cape member should be challenged to introduce friends 

and work colleagues from more diverse backgrounds to the joys of 

sailing. Working together is not enough – a transformed society needs to 

play together. South Africans of diverse backgrounds playing together 

will stake a claim to the club’s future.                        

The sailing calendar is split into three categories of events – 

regattas, promotional events and series sailing. Our regattas aim to 

attract wide-ranging entries, not just from Royal Cape, but from other 

clubs too. Promotional events open the club to guests, corporates and 

sponsors, creating awareness for RCYC and the fun of our sport. The 

series rewards the consistent, hard core club racing. There are three 

signifi cant regattas in the year, two of which have major sponsors:

1 The Fling Regatta is sponsored by Lord Irvine Laidlaw. With 

a number of international sailors invited and the unique opportunity 

of having an International Race Offi cer fl own in for cross-pollinating 

and learning, this regatta gives a great number of South Africa’s sailors 

access to international experience without having to venture abroad. 

Stuart Childerley proved to be a popular Race Offi cer, who was highly 

approachable both on and off the water. More needs to be done to 

leverage the learning opportunities afforded by these visitors. There 

were 30 entries in this event. IRC 1 was won by Irvine Laidlaw (Cape 
Fling), with Mike Hayton on Nitro on equal points in second place, and 

Windpower (owner Phil Gutsche and skipper Rick Nankin) in third. IRC 2 

was won by Robbie van Rooyen on AL Mount Gay Rum, second was 

JJ Provoyeur on Bally Hoo Too, and in third place, on yacht Mwah, were 

owner Gordon Kling and skipper Steve Meek.

2 The Maserati Cape Town Race Week saw a new corporate partner 

join hands with sailing. There were innovative approaches to the 

sailing and entertainment, and to the involvement of the sponsor and 

its clients. There were 31 entries with a number of podium fi nishes in 

a variety of classes. This will be the event to watch as it grows in future 

years as the sponsor enjoys more involvement with the sport, and the 

event becomes more sociable and exciting.

3 The Mykonos Offshore Regatta, another favourite event that 

attracts sailors from across the country, had more than 80 entries. 

Unfortunately, the weather didn’t co-operate and failed to deliver 

a “sling shot” southeaster for a headlong spinnaker rush to Mykonos. 

R
oyal Cape Yacht Club had yet another premier sailing season, 

with a total of four major regattas and no fewer than six 

series and fi ve fun, promotional events held.

Thanks are due to all the stakeholders for their 

contribution. Our sponsorship partners invested generously, our race 

offi cials gave willingly of their time and our sailors turned up in great 

numbers. Even the weather played along. Despite a 25-knot maximum 

windspeed limit for starting, only two races had to be cancelled, while 

one race was abandoned. Fog unusually led to the cancellation of a 

fourth race.  

The Lufthansa Twilight Series remains the central event on the club 

calendar. With its mid-week timing and mix of serious and fun sailing, it 

provides a unique opportunity for existing yachties to extend themselves 

and also introduces new people to the sport. On any given Wednesday 

evening, there can be 700+ people on the water. Given the rotation of 

crew on each boat, an estimated 1 400 people had a couple of races each 

throughout the two series, with friends and family joining the after-race 

festivities, ensuring the club house was full at each of these events. 

Two critical ingredients contribute to the success of the Twilight 

Series – ease of access and FUN! The start gun at 6pm, just after work 

hours, means people aren’t enticed away from weekend family routines. 

For singles, it’s a fun mid-week distraction that offers a chance to meet 

new people. The racing is short and sharp, fi tting in with more modern 

formats adopted by the likes of cricket and rugby.

This is why your Sailing Committee, supported by GENCOM, has 

decided that this event needs a status of its own and should be 

separated from the point system in the overall Club Championship. In 

pursuit of the Club Championship, crews tend to take themselves, and 

the racing, too seriously. The result? Opportunities to open up sailing, 

and the club, to newcomers are lost. Our future as a club is critically 

dependent on doing these two things. 

The issue of the club lease looms large. Simply put, our continued 

access to the waters of Table Bay depends on two things: The general 

public has to be encouraged to sail yachts, and access to the club and 

its facilities has to be encouraged.  

Frankly, the demographics of the general public needs to be 

represented in the composition of the crews on the boats, in the 

spectators on the shore, and in the revellers in the bar and restaurant. 

CLUB SAILING REPORT
Greg Davis and Toni Mainprize share news updates 
and highlights from the 2015/2016 season.
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As a result, only 64 boats took to the start line, and 17 boats retired 

back to Cape Town. The pursuit race on the second day provided  

a fabulous day’s sailing in the Langebaan Lagoon. 

The series sailing comprised of the Glacier by Sanlam Summer 

Series, the Club Winter Series, the hotly contested Double-Handed 

Series, the Ladies’ Series, the two Harken Round Robben Island Races 

and, of course, the Club Championships including the Rob Meek 

Overnight Race with Novamarine. These events are about strengthening 

the abilities of our club sailors through time on the water and rubbing 

shoulders with more experienced yachties. With no regatta pressure, 

there’s time and opportunity to train and extend ambitious sailors on the 

move. Each of these events have their own particular following and 

generate a great deal of interest among club members. 

Then, of course, we have the more social and promotional  

races. These include the Seniors’ Race, the Inter-Professional Race,  

the Italian Ambassador’s race, the Portugal Day Race, and the 

RISKAFRICA Regatta. All have a completely different profile, offering 

members, guests and sponsors a unique experience in social sailing that 

still offers a competition.

In addition, the club organised other annual SA national event, 

such as the Lipton Cup Challenge, and played an enormous role in 

running the IRC Nationals on the water.

Two of the year’s challenges were the development of a club 

course card and the fleet splits to group like yachts together. Much 

progress has been made on the course card and with an additional  

laid buoy, next season should see a workable set of courses. This will 

simplify race preparations enormously. Fleet splits is a much more 

difficult issue. Some fleets have ended up much smaller than one would 

like, but with some boats sitting on the fence, the Sailing Office has an 

unenviable task.    

The RCYC Academy is a continuing success as it plays an 

enormous role in introducing young people to keelboat sailing. 

Congratulations to Harry Brehm and all involved. They’ve produced 

some strong sailors, as demonstrated by their second place in the 

Lipton Cup. As the contribution from the Academy is critical in ensuing 

the future of the club, extending the programme needs to be pursued. 

The season ended with a momentous initiative that, years from 

now, will be heralded as a turning point in the fortunes of sailing. It will 

make a contribution to yachting across many sailing disciplines. Thanks 

to his vision, foresight, determination and substantial funding of the 

set-up costs and building the initial boats, Lord Irvine Laidlaw is making 

a radical new departure for South African yachting possible.

For some time we’ve watched enviously from afar as sport-boat 

concepts evolved in the Northern Hemisphere into becoming bigger 

boats. Lord Laidlaw has commissioned the design of a Mills 31 sport 

boat. He’s paying for the moulds to be brought to South Africa so that 

the boat can be produced locally, thereby supporting the South African 

boating industry. Strict specifications should see the operating cost of 

an affordable boat kept to manageable numbers. This should provide 

exciting, fast sailing in a one-design class, especially in the Lipton Cup 

Challenge. With an attractive media, offering sponsorship of a class 

where the public is certain of the winner as they cross the line is more 

likely. It will be a sea-worthy boat, good for a Cape southeaster or the 

Mykonos Race, but well canvassed equally at home on the Vaal Dam for 

the Round the Island Race.

A bigger sport boat should see owners and drivers joining hands 

with younger sailors from the junior classes and sail-training schools. 

Previously, many graduates from these centres had nowhere to go.  

The boat will be exciting and more than enough to ensure young  

sailors aren’t distracted by other extreme sports. P
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F
ew young yachtsmen and women have had the opportunity to 

learn the skills or accumulate the requisite knowledge needed 

to compete at a local level, let alone to succeed at an 

international one. As a result, few have learnt to love the 

challenge of coastal offshore racing. 

Through exposure to the RCYC Sailing Academy, Hollard Jacana 

knew of the proposal to enter an Academy team in the 2017 Cape to Rio 

Race, so Hollard Jacana offered the Academy the chance to have six 

Academy sailors make up half of the crew for the annual race in 

memory of Rob Meek. It’s a race our late friend would have loved − and 

no doubt regaled to everyone, in his enthusiastic and inimitable fashion, 

as an epic offshore race.

Jason Gray, Claire Heginbotham, Greg Hoyle, Mike Hoyle, Jayan Smart 

and Tom Ochabski joined us as we set out enthusiastically in a benign 

westerly on the Friday evening. When they crawled off Hollard Jacana on 

Saturday morning, absolutely exhausted, they’d experienced how tough and 

relentless an overnight coastal race can be. And now they’re that extra bit 

prepared for sailing challenges they may face in the future. 

As seen from the weather rail By Neil Gregory, Team Hollard Jacana 

The race started in a five-knot northerly and our heading was towards 

the coast of Blouberg. Large, dark rain clouds were approaching fast 

from the west. For the first two hours, we were sailing well below 

course, waiting for the promised westerly to arrive. When it happened, 

T
his year’s event, held on 13 and 14 November 2015, was the 

third event since the Italian Ambassador Vincenzo Schioppa 

and I discussed the subject of a friendly regatta where 

members of our Sailing Academy could meet members of the 

Consular Corps and socialise in an environment our students felt 

comfortable in.

On the Friday evening preceding the race, the ambassador invited 

members of the Consular Corps and the Italian community to join him 

at his Cape Town residence, along with the boats-owners and their 

partners, for an evening of Italian cuisine, great wine and music.

The weather was kind to us: edition one was blown out with 

excessive wind, edition two took place in fairly strong winds, but  

a southwest breeze of 15 knots allowed us to set a course of 11 nautical 

miles around the bay.

RCYC provided 30 yachts to accommodate the ambassador and his 

guests. The Isivungu youth band, led by Mike Oldham, again entertained 

us on the deck during the welcoming, and after a minute’s silence in 

remembrance of the victims of the November 2015 Paris attacks,  

the race went ahead.

The first boat was away at 1pm, and it was followed by others  

at regular intervals. The last boat away, some 50 minutes later, was  

Lord Irvine Laidlaw’s Corby 49, Cape Fling. She proceeded to chase  

the fleet and, with just one leg to go, was in the lead. Cape Fling won  

in blistering style.

EVENTIDE 
ACTION 
Winds and waves made the 2015 Novamarine 
Rob Meek Overnight Race one serious learning 
curve, says race chairman Patrick Holloway.

ITALIAN STYLE
RCYC commodore Ray Matthews says  

the Italian Ambassadors Perennial Trophy 
Charity Regatta looks set to be a regular  

feature on the RCYC sailing calendar. 
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the westerly filled through at around 15 knots: The lift came and  

we were back on course heading towards Dassen. After a few hours, 

Privateer, Jacana, Silky and First 40 lead the pack. It was a fast fetch, 

with the angles being too tight for kites.

Closer to Dassen Island, we picked up the first of the rain squalls, 

which came through at about 30 knots and with heavy rain. After about 

20 minutes the wind dropped and shifted to the south. At this stage the 

huge swell became evident – along with the dreaded seasickness that 

affected many of our crew members, challenging all onboard with sail 

changes and dropping kites in the many rain squalls

After Dassen, the wind shifted to the south and the course  

was dead downwind to the mark in little wind and a huge swell. 

Asymmetrical kites are never great for this. At times we were sailing  

90 degrees to the mark and making poor VMG progress. The key factor 

here was the next approaching rain squall and when to call the drop, as 

the wind would head and build substantially.  

The first boats rounded the mark at approximately 2am and 

headed back to Cape Town with a strong westerly wind building.  

Back at Dassen Island, we sailed into a huge header and were now  

in a southerly wind heading towards Ysterfontein. There were two 

choices: chase the westerly rain clouds offshore, or head into the 

southerly wind that was forecast to build along the coast 

The offshore course paid big dividends and the Division 1 and 2 

boats that chased down the rain clouds were top of the leaderboard 

back in Cape Town. It’s often said that yacht races are won or lost at 

night. So, you were either sailing in a 20-knot westerly and heading 

directly to Cape Town, or sailing hard in a southerly with huge swells 

along the coast. On Jacana, we took the inshore course − and paid the 

price. With offshore sailing, there’s always a learning curve.

It’s pity that we aren’t able to attract more entries for offshore 

overnight sailing. Sailing at night is really good practise for any crew. 

Apart from the good basic seamanship that’s required on board, it’s a mix 

of disciplined sailing, navigation, reading instruments and trying to sail 

fast, often when you’re not able to see or identify your competitors.

Finally, it’s to pay tribute to a great person and yachtsman in  

Rob Meek, whose vision was to encourage and support offshore 

overnight sailing.  

Waxing Gibbous By Luke Scott
A sloppy sea, variable winds, rain and cold conspired to test the  

resolve of the crews of the 14 yachts that started together at  

6pm across the three club divisions, in the single-most important 

contributing race in the RCYC Club Championships: the Novamarine  

Rob Meek Overnight Race

This year, a big and slow rolling ground-swell from WSW mixed 

with a smaller and quicker wind swell from various directions as the 

race progressed, to make the going aboard uncomfortable for the more 

sensitive souls. I understand there was some feeding of the fishes from 

the crew aboard many yachts.

We made a hell of a lot of sail changes throughout the night and 

used most of our inventory. There were some battle-scar rips in some of 

the sails after a night of highly variable winds, but there was a spirit of 

resolve aboard − and a great satisfaction in finishing. 

What a very solid, focussed crew we had − thanks Imogen, Ian, 

Joshio and Gideon (half the fleet had retired). It was great to see  

Rockstar back out on the water, and we seemed never further than  

a couple of minutes apart the whole way. Brian Gardener would have 

been be so proud.

We sail this race for Rob Meek, so when the moon emerged between 

the clouds, waxing gibbous, my mind wandered to positive memories. We 

toasted his memory with some fine Zacapa Rum amidst stormy conditions 

at the waypoint. Our first overnight race win is for you, Rob.

The racing was spectacular with almost all boats using spinnakers, 

which meant our guests saw our fleet racing at its best. The last three 

marks saw the fleet bunching, with quite a lot of shouting. One man 

went overboard, but he was thankfully safely recovered.  

At the lovely prize-giving on the deck, sponsors’ products were 

distributed to the deserving winners, and we enjoyed a fine Italian-style 

meal. Sadly, we bade farewell to Ambassador Vincenzo Schioppa, who 

left South African mid-December to take up a post at Italy’s University 

of Florence. 

I’d like to thank the Consular Corps, the Italian community, and 

the Italian Ambassador for their support of RCYC and our Sailing 

Academy. I look forward to edition four of the regatta later this year. 
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The Academy team before their overnight 
race experience on Hollard Jacana.
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missing this year was Hein Scheepers, who for the past three years was 

our only senior in the 100-and-over category – a serious senior skipper 

still sailing until 103! The family, represented by his daughter Chippy, 

donated a new trophy in Hein’s honour to the Seniors’ Race. This Ancient 

Marina trophy will be awarded each year to the eldest participant in the 

race. For the first time the trophy was awarded to Cliffy Leih, 87, 

crewing on board Spilhaus. Way to go Cliffy, who was recently named 

Sailor of the Month in the RCYC monthly nominations. Thank you to  

the family for this gesture and the trophy, which we know will be 

remembered as Hein’s trophy.

It was heartening to see so many women senior skippers participate 

this year, so we called each of them up to receive a bottle of wine for 

taking part. Well done, particularly, to Di Hutton-Squire skippering yacht 

Hill Billy, who was the first and only woman skipper to finish the race in 

what were challenging conditions for a 27ft small boat such Hill Billy. 

Congratulations to Dicky Mendes on Naledi, Cathy Elcock on Solitaire 

and June Hyman on Touch & Go for skippering in this year’s race.

A special mention must go to Jacqueline Brand for working with 

our sponsors year in and year out, sourcing prizes for all participating 

boats, and to Viqui Stevenson − whose radio voice is synonymous with 

the Seniors’ Race − for contributing her skills as our junior Race Officer 

for the day. A big thank you also to David Smith for assisting the sailing 

office with the start times. And thanks to RCYC, Ray Matthews and 

team for making sure that our seniors were well watered and fed after 

their afternoon at sea. 

This race is about the people, the participation and the enjoyment 

of being out on the water. With this in mind, our volunteer photographer, 

Trevor Wilkins, joined the race committee at the start and the prizegiving 

at the end to capture some images. It was great to see our former 

Commodore Teddy Kuttel winning his first Seniors’ Race, just two 

months into his 80s, in the 80-and-over category. He’s pictured below 

with Jacqui Brand and the Phil Nankin Octant Trophy. It was also a 

pleasure to see Phil Gutsche on Windpower not only winning the 

70-and-over category and the Herman Mory Trophy, but also taking 

the overall title of Line Honours. He’s pictured with the Overall Winning 

Trophy of the Ancient Mariner. Our youngest senior sailor, who won in the 

60-and-over category, was the well-respected yachtsman JJ Provoyeur 

who won the Gryphon Trophy. We are very proud of our Seniors.

I
’m not sure those who are 60 and over can really be called 

seniors at RCYC. Since the majority of the club’s members are 

over 60, I think the seniors of our club are the over 75s. Still, the 

majority of the sailors and skippers aren’t over 60, so it’s great 

to be able to benchmark our annual Seniors’ Race at the young age of 60.

This year, the ever-popular Seniors’ Race was again well attended, 

with 49 boats entered, 46 boats on the startline and many smiling, happy 

sailing faces in the main hall at prize-giving. Despite the fact that we had 

no wind, that elusive westerly never came through as strong as predicted, 

and the conditions weren’t ideal at all for the smaller boats to get across 

the finish line, but the race committee did manage to get a race in. It had 

to be shortened, which got 27 boats across the finish. The other boats 

were happy to have been out for a sail and back in the bar a bit earlier. 

This past year saw the loss of many of our senior sailors, and the 

Seniors’ Race Chairman, Ray Matthews, recognised them all, one by one 

before prize-giving. Of course one of the most well-known seniors 

FOREVER YOUNG
The annual Seniors’ Race proves that age is but 
a number, says Toni Mainprize. 

Left to right: Phil Gutsche, Teddy Kuttel and JJ Provoyeur receive trophies from Jacqui Brand.
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an annual affair, called the Spilhaus Robben Island Race, with fleet 

sizes often reaching over 80 boats. Spilhaus sponsored the race up  

until 2008.

In 2011, Harken began supporting this great race, becoming the 

new partners to the race we know today, the Harken Round Robben 

Island Race. In the most recent of January 2016, Lord Irvine Laidlaw’s 

Cape Fling went around the island in two hours and 49 seconds. This 

was the fastest rounding I’d seen in the five years that I’d been at the 

club, but I wanted to know what went down in previous years. I started 

asking questions of some of the long-standing club members and 

sailors, who I knew would’ve rounded that island many times, and was 

pleasantly surprised by the enthusiasm of their recited memories. 

Of course, the name synonymous with the Round Robben Island 

Race is Teddy Kuttel, so that was where my inquest 

started. It seems one of the most well-known 

roundings (or perhaps it’s urban legend) was that of 

Dave Abromowitz being protested for cutting into the 

one-mile exclusion zone (which is still indicated on the 

charts as “entry prohibited − military practise area”) 

and sailing too close to the rocks. Dave based his 

defence on the premise of “a miss is as good as a mile”, 

and the protest was dismissed. 

Back to record times … many boat names came 

up, such as Keith Bellamy’s Simonis 52, Mykonos;  

Mike Daley’s Wizzard; and Padda Kuttel’s Simonis 67, 

Bossanova. It was Rick Nankin that put light on the 

race that hosted the fastest island roundings, in 2005. 

Teddy Kuttel’s Spilhaus went around in two hours and 

15 minutes; Rhett Goldswein’s Thunderchild rounded 

in two hours and 10 minutes, and Adrian Kuttel, on  

the Simonis 67 Shackattack, came in under two hours 

in one hour, 55 minutes and seven seconds. But on  

12 February 2005, a warm and sunny day with flat seas and a medium 

west-south-west, the winner − beam reaching all the way there and 

back, starboard rounding − was Phil Gutsche’s Warrior with a time of 

one hour, 51 minutes and 13 seconds. Warrior (owner Phil Gutsche, 

skipper Rick Nankin and tactician/navigator Rob Meek) remains the 

record-holder for the Round Robben Island Race. 

We will now have an official record sheet of the fastest times 

around the island recorded for each race, and a newly restored 

Ohlsson’s Cup back in circulation. I do hope the club will reprint  

a few copies of Mary Kuttel’s great book and it would be great to  

have a full history of the race recorded. Until next year…

SOURCE: Some of the history of the race depicted here is extracted from  

the RCYC history book, Fair Winds, by Mary Kuttel, the mother of one of  

our previous commodores, Teddy Kuttel. The book, which spans from the original 

Southern Cross Yacht Club, RCYC’s origin, in 1882 until the mid-fifties, is well 

worth a read. 

T
his popular race has always attracted large fleets, and now 

we’re lucky enough to run it twice a year. The first, at the 

beginning of the year, is an all-class start with handicap 

divisional winners. In October, it takes the form of a pursuit 

race to start the sailing season. In 2012, these two races were added as 

a two-part series to the newly formatted Club Championships. So why 

does this race attract so many sailors? 

In the early years, many races sporadically went around Robben 

Island − even a double-handed race. But the earliest one I (with the 

help of my fellow researcher Dale Kushner) could find was held back in 

1906. A beautiful trophy with a Deed of Gift was donated to the club by 

one Mr Ohlsson, who stipulated that it was to be awarded to the winner 

of a race around Robben Island. This was completed by a small number 

of boats in the early days of the club. After discovering 

this beautiful trophy and its history, I have restored 

and returned it to its rightful place of being awarded 

for the Round Robben Island Race. 

It seems that the club held the Round Robben 

Island Races sporadically after the 1950s. Teddy 

Kuttel reported that “in the mid 1990s, club racing  

was rather boring and there wasn’t much going on,  

so I decided it would be nice to have the Round 

Robben Island Race back and would donate prizes 

from my company, Spilhaus”. And the race as we know 

it was born. 

Spilhaus sponsored beautiful prizes of quality 

crystal, silver and other lovely things for the home. 

Naturally, the winners loved this and the race became 

A GRAND HISTORY
Toni Mainprize looks at the backstory of the beloved Harken Round Robben Island Race.

ROUND ROBBEN  
ISLAND RECORDS 

2005 
Phil Gutsche’s Warrior 

1 hr, 51 mins, 13 seconds

Adrian Kuttel’s Shackattack 

1 hr, 55 mins, 7 seconds

Rhett Goldswein’s Thunderchild 

2 hrs, 10 mins

Teddy Kuttel’s Spilhaus 

2 hrs, 15 mins

2016

Irvine Laidlaw’s Cape Fling 

2 hrs, 49 seconds
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Standing RRI record holder, Warrior's Rob Meek (navigator), Rick Nankin 
(skipper) and Julian Fuller (ex-Whitbread round-the-world sailor)
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W
omen have featured fairly well at RCYC over the years, 

with the likes of Molly Warr and Jennifer Web pioneering 

womens’ club sailing in the 1970s. Officially, it was only in 

1978 that women were allowed to join the club as 

members. Jennifer Webb and Sonya Rabett were two of the first women 

members, and they’re both still at the club today. In more recent years, 

women including Judy and Dominique Provoyeur, Jennifer Burger, 

Philippa and Di Hutton-Squire, and Kristina Plattner have earned 

respect as women sailors racing not only at RCYC but competing 

internationally as well. 

Given this history, it’s not surprising that the annual Ladies’ Day 

Race has become a permanent fixture on the RCYC sailing calendar.  

The uniqueness of this race is that the boat is crewed only by women. 

The boat-owner, or boat-owner’s representative, is allowed onboard for 

emergencies and advice, but is not part of the crew. This doesn’t happen 

in many parts of the world. While the rules of the race have changed 

over the years, the essence remains. Thank you to Molly War, whose 

trophy still remains in circulation at the club.

This year saw the third successive year that the company One 

Eighty Materials Testing sponsored the event. Headed by Dr Janet 

Cotton − a specialist in materials testing, RCYC member, boat-owner 

and competitive sailor − the event is part of a plan to encourage and 

grow women in the sport of sailing. 

The X-Chromosome series, formed in 2012 and driven by RCYC 

rear commodore of sailing, Luke Scott, the Sailing Office and, of course, 

Janet, consisted of the X-Chromosome Regatta, the two Ladies’ Key 

Position Twilight Races and the Women’s Day Cruise on Women’s Day,  

9 August. 

The drive has made a significant contribution to introducing 

women, sailors and non-sailors alike, to the club, prompting more 

women to join as members and adding more enjoyment for the women 

sailors participating. I think a lot of the boat-owners also thoroughly 

enjoyed being part of the events. A huge shout out to Janet for being  

a major part of this drive and for showcasing One Eighty at RCYC so 

well. It’s been an awesome ride, thank you!

The 2015 women’s twilight races saw an increased entry of  

14 boats over the two races in October and December, the Women’s Day 

Cruise hosted 150 women on the water, but the X-Chromosome Regatta 

in November saw an unusually lower number of the boats on the water 

– only six boats. Come on, ladies. Let’s get out there and “sail our stuff”. 

On Heritage Day 2015, we held the first Pinto Russell Equinox 

Moonlight regatta. This event consisted of two parts, a rally  

and a pursuit race.

The rally section allowed the skippers to choose one of three  

ways to get to Murray Bay off Robben Island. The shortest route  

earned 30 points, the medium route earned 60 points and 100 points 

were awarded for around-the-island navigation. The yachts had to be in 

Murray Bay by 3pm, or they’d incur a point penalty for each minute late.

Most of the yachts elected the scenic route around the island.  

A few had to use their engines, which they were allowed to do, but this 

incurred a 20-point penalty. Nobody was late, and we enjoyed a 

two-hour relaxing braai off Robben Island.

The pursuit race started at 5pm and after a two-hour downwind 

sail with spinnakers in the northwesterly, we were in our yachts’ basin. 

After the finish of the pursuit race, we presented the yacht’s dog tag to 

the officials at the RCYC Ladies’ Bar. The dog tags were then displayed 

on a Top Sail Leader Board as they came in, which allowed the 

competitors in the bar to monitor the race’s progress.

Most of the yachts dropped off their dog tag runners before 

motoring to their moorings. Apparently, one yacht was able to overtake 

another in the last few yards to the bar – not all plain sailing!

The total points came to 1 100 points, the Pinto Russell Group 

donated R5 per point to the N ational Sea Rescue Institute.

It was a fun event in perfect weather – a great way to celebrate 

the public holiday.

WOMEN MAKING WAVES
Toni Mainprize reports on the X-Chromosome series, which  
aims to introduce more women to the sport of sailing.

RALLY BY MOONLIGHT 
By Nick Russell
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You have a 
world-class yacht, 
but do you have 
world-class insurance?

Local and International Investments | Pre- and Post-Retirement Solutions | 
Stockbroking | Asset Protection | Personal Cover and Business Assurance

www.glacier.co.za

GLACIER FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS (PTY) LTD IS A LICENSED FINANCIAL SERVICES PROVIDER

Before you sail o�  in search of adventure, set your mind at ease 
with comprehensive cover for your investments, no matter how 
specialised. 

Glacier by Sanlam provides a wide range of comprehensive asset 
protection solutions, including yacht and small-craft insurance.

If you’re thinking about broadening your horizons...

Think World Class.

This year, Glacier by Sanlam 

extends its partnership with 

the Royal Cape Yacht Club to 

sponsor the Club Summer Series 

again.

As a full subsidiary of 

Sanlam Limited, Glacier shares a 

solid history with the RCYC, which 

dates back to the early twentieth 

century.  “As a leader in our fi eld, 

we saw the benefi ts of partnering 

with the Club, as they’re also a 

respected leader in their fi eld,” 

says Andre Krause, National 

Manager for Distribution at 

Glacier. “Sailing is a popular 

leisure activity in our target 

market, so this event allows us to 

interact with existing and 

potential clients. It’s also a fun 

outing for friends and family.”

World-class service 
and solutions
Glacier focuses on the creation 

and preservation of wealth for 

the affl uent market. As one of 

the largest investment platforms 

in South Africa, Glacier has 

R171 billion in assets under 

administration (as at the end 

of December 2015). 

The company is also a 

leader in the retirement arena, 

boasting the largest investment-

linked living annuity (a post-

retirement income product) book 

in the country.

Glacier’s offering includes 

local and international invest-

ments, pre- and post-retirement 

solutions, stockbroking, personal 

cover and short-term insurance 

through Associated Insurance 

Brokers (Cape) (AIB).

SUMMER FUN
Glacier by Sanlam partners with RCYC 

to host the Summer Series 2016
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T
he Club Summer Series is the fi nal series in the sailing season 

to contribute towards the annual Club Championships. It’s 

well supported by the sponsors, Glacier by Sanlam and 

AIB Insurance, and is building a positive community feeling 

amongst the regular club sailors across the three divisions, both on and 

off the water. A mix of yachts, from fi rst-time racers to more experienced 

campaigners, readily share their knowledge at the après-race sundowners 

laid on by the sponsors. The prizes on offer are also fantastic. 

The racing format has proven successful over the last two or three 

seasons. It typically comprises four or fi ve race dates, each with a 1pm 

starting sprint race, followed by a longer bay race, although this is 

weather dependent. When possible, there’s an on-water bridge, which 

makes a helpful difference in positioning the start, with the fi ckle winds 

in the transition zone that often hovers near the harbour wall bridge hut. 

The sprint race has highlighted the importance of the start, and some 

club sailors have dramatically improved their start sequence and 

positioning in the last two seasons.

For the two years that Glacier and AIB have sponsored this 

series, it has attracted an increasing number of sailors as the series 

progresses, which is in contrast to most other series, where the 

turnouts dwindle as the series goes on. This is a clear sign of the 

attractive offering, even if it does come towards the end of the club 

sailing season. To date the current series has attracted 26 yachts with 

one race date remaining, and last season saw 28 yachts participate. 

Club series sailing is, in my opinion, the single-most important 

feeder to the premier regattas, and a nursery for sailors wishing to try 

out or improve their racing. The Glacier by Sanlam AIB Summer Series 

offers an excellent testing ground for club sailors wishing to improve 

their sailing and racing skills, in a far more nurturing and conducive 

environment than some of the bigger one-off events, like the Robben 

Island Races and the Portugal Day Race, where there are typically 

bun fi ghts at the start, and less room to shine. 

If you’re ready to dip your toe into the yacht-racing arena, this is 

your best bet!

T
he Twilight craze continues, maintaining large fl eet numbers 

on the water each week, and attracting many new visitors to 

the club. The success of this series has contributed hugely to 

securing good sponsorship partnerships for RCYC. This last 

season saw 1 668 visitors arriving over the sailing period and 159 boats 

taking part. The growing numbers of participants adds real value to the 

opportunities that we can offer a sponsor, and the strength of our 

partnership with Lufthansa bears testament to this. 

The Lufthansa partnership with RCYC and the Twilight Series has 

covered three successive seasons and we’re happy to announce that 

they’ll be back for the start of their fourth season. Partnerships like this 

bring newcomers to our sport, add visibility to the club and hype around 

two high-end brands. For instance, RCYC and Lufthansa joined forces at 

the Cape Town International Boat Show to promote the Lufthansa 

Twilight series, which brought over 60 visitors to RCYC to see what 

it’s all about. As a club, we need to work hard to maintain mutually 

benefi cial partnerships like this. 

And in this partnership, the synergies are uncanny with the 

elements of air and water, the yellow hues of sunset with the warmth 

of the yellow branding around the club, the club membership card along 

with the Twilight boarding passes, the race management alongside the 

hostesses, and the sharing of a journey, whether by boat or by sea, 

that’s enjoyed by many of the same people. We’ll work on showcasing 

more of this synergy this coming season, when we take off with 

Lufthansa into the sunset of Twilight sailing in October 2016 through 

to the landing in March 2017.

We’d like to keep encouraging RCYC members to support such 

partnerships. Show our appreciation by participating in the races, stamp 

your Twilight boarding passes and even look at fl ying Lufthansa next 

time you go to Europe. The Twilight season is a prime opportunity to 

showcase our club, share the thrill of sailing in Table Bay at sundown, 

to network, relax, and live on the edge of the famous Cape Doctor. 

The fi rst race is on Wednesday 12 October … see you at Twilight!

THE TWILIGHT SAGA
The Lufthansa Twilight Series is a prime example of 
how brand synergy spells success, says Toni Mainprize.

DIFFERENT STROKES
Luke Scott says the Glacier by Sanlam AIB 
Summer Series attracts seasoned and newbie 
sailors alike, making it a great way to get 
a good start in yachting.
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R
ecently, there’s been much discussion and experimentation 

with the ORC and IRC ratings at the club, with comparative 

testing at the Fling Regatta and Mykonos Offshore showing 

very positive results. Many sailors may not know too much 

about ratings, so what follows is an attempt to explain some similarities 

and key differences, without getting too technical.

Both IRC and ORC are measurement-based rating systems, 

and both are endorsed by the World Sailing (formerly ISAF – the 

International Sailing Federation) for offshore keelboat handicap racing. 

Both are used successfully and effectively around the world.

For the purpose of this explanation, let’s presume that the 

measurement methods are equally sound (in fact, many of the 

measurements are exactly the same), such that the inputs and the 

rating formula used to derive a single-number rating would result 

in closely comparable handicap results on both systems. What 

would be factors to consider in choosing between ORC or IRC? 

I’d argue that the decision would be based on ease of 

measurement, cost of certifi cation, ongoing technical service 

and support received, and possibly the popularity of the rating in the 

broader context, to ensure the “currency” of the rating in other waters, 

near or far. So far, so good. We can objectively compare these items 

head to head to make an informed decision.

But there’s a fundamental difference between the two ratings: 

IRC has a single-number time-correction coeffi cient, based on 

a secret ratings formula. ORC has a number of different rating 

options to suit different course types and wind strengths. 

ORC also offers time-on-distance allowances, which offer advantages 

on certain course types where you race on distance, not the clock.

ORC uses an ever-evolving Velocity Prediction Programme (VPP), 

using inputs of the yacht’s measurements, and publishes both the time 

allowances and target speed predictions, across a variety of wind 

speeds and points of sail, on the certifi cate. From these numbers, 

one can directly formulate the ratings on this system, using open and 

published formulae for the various options. (I will illustrate these later 

in the article.) But to start, let’s compare the two different approaches 

to ratings by using an analogy South Africans will relate to...

Imagine a good rugby team comprising of 15 players who are all 

suited specialists in their given position. One gets a pretty clear image 

of what your tighthead front-ranker might look like. Similarly, you can 

imagine the physical stereotype for you scrumhalf, wing, lock, and so 

on. You can even imagine differences between similar positions, like the 

props (loosehead vs tighthead), or the locks (enforcer vs athletic lineout 

specialist), or the fl anks (open-side fetcher vs blindside carrier) or the 

centres (inside defender vs outside attacker). Now imagine you could 

only fi eld a team with 15 clones of a single position type or player from 

the specialist team above to fi ll every position in the team. I’d imagine 

the best-suited single player type in terms of skill, versatility and 

physicality would probably be a fl ank, an eights man or a centre. So pick 

one position, and clone it to make a full team. Now imagine the specialist 

team plays against the cloned team. What do you think the outcome 

would, or should, be? Is it a fair contest?

I think this is probably the easiest way to make a comparison 

between the IRC and ORC rating systems for normal racing – that 

is, excluding the special rating allowances for non-spinnaker or 

double-handed racing.

IRC uses one single number time on time-coeffi cient 

general-purpose rating for all racing, regardless of wind strength, 

direction or course type. ORC offers several specialist rating options, 

from general to specifi c, to suit the wind strengths and course types, 

yet there’s an overall general-purpose option if there’s insuffi cient 

race-management expertise to decide the conditions. A single-number 

rating solution can’t compare to a “horses for courses” multiple-number 

system. To illustrate this, follow along as we get more technical...

If you look at the supplied VPP data on an ORC club-rating 

certifi cate, you’ll see a table for time allowances across different winds 

and points of sail. These numbers are predictions of how long, in 

seconds elapsed, a boat will take to complete one mile. This is called 

Time on Distance (ToD). Here’s an example from a yacht in our fl eet.

 

 

The ORC ratings for inshore windward-leeward courses use only 

the pure beat-and-run Velocity Made Good (VMG) time allowances 

generated through the VPP. They don’t include any data for any other 

points of sail, as those are irrelevant in windward-leeward racing. 

The ToD allowance for the windward-leeward selected course type 

row below these numbers is the mean of the beat-and-run VMG in each 

wind band. If you’ve followed this so far, you’ll understand that this is 

powerful information, and it’s openly available on your certifi cate. 

Here are the rating options for the same yacht above.

 

The rating options allow some margin here, and the Inshore ToD 

number is a weighted averaged of the selected course windward-leeward 

ToD numbers at eight knots (25%), 12 knots (40%) and 16 knots (35%). 

To convert this to a Time on Time coeffi cient for inshore windward-leeward 

sailing, the simple formula, using a base number of 675 seconds per mile, 

is used. The Inshore Single Number coeffi cient = 675/Inshore ToD number. 

The even more accurate Inshore Triple Number scoring options are derived 

similarly, using the more focussed Low, Medium and High wind bands. The 

proportions and wind bands for each are published, so you can work this 

out from your certifi cate. Ratings for offshore circular random course types 

can also be derived from the VPP data on the certifi cate. There you have it.

WELL RATED
Luke Scott explains the technical ins and outs of the IRC and ORC rating systems.

C L U B  R A C I N G  –  T A L K I N G  P O I N T
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A good start
The inaugural event, held from 11 to 16 December, certainly rejuvenated 

the spirit of the summer regatta, with enticing entries not only from 

RCYC, but also from surrounding clubs in the Cape as well as clubs 

from all over South Africa.

For several reasons, the notice of race was released late in the 

year. This introduced a host of challenges − notably with regards to the 

duration and format of the regatta. To align the event with many leading 

international regattas, we chose to host the event over six days, rather 

than the historic three-day format. This controversial call was made 

after considerable thought, and after consultation with the sailing 

committee and our consulting experts.

To compensate for the change in format, the six days of racing 

allowed for three days of round-the-cans and middle-distance races, 

as well as three twilight races − two of which were deemed social 

races to alleviate the pressure on crews who were anxious about 

crew availability during the holiday season. 

Since participation was modest for the fi rst Maserati Cape Town 

Race Week, we were hugely appreciative of the 31-boat fl eet that 

accepted the regatta format changes and entered crews across four 

The Maserati Cape Town Race Week, 
launched to pay respect to the 
esteemed legacies of the Rothman’s 
and Table Bay Weeks, aims to restore 
the summer regatta as a premier 
event on Cape Town’s sporting and 
social calendar. Race director Simon 
Borchert reports. 

Bold ambition
The vision is quite simple: Cape Town plays host to many great global 

sailing events with the Volvo Ocean Race, Vendée Globe and Clipper 

Round the World Race all stopping in at our Tavern of the Seas. They 

stop here not only because of routing convenience, but also because of 

the fantastic global reputation Cape Town enjoys as a port city, tourist 

destination and sailing venue. 

But where these events visit for only a short while, the Maserati 

Cape Town Race Week aims to build a world-class regatta that’s not 

just hosted in Cape Town, but that promotes our port city and local 

sailors as being right up there with the world’s best sailing destinations. 

We have the assets to achieve this lofty ambition, and with the 

commitment of an international sponsor, we can set about building 

and growing this premier keelboat regatta in South Africa. 

While this vision isn’t without challenge, thanks to the exceptional 

commitment of our title sponsor, Maserati, the 2015 edition saw the 

laying of strong foundations to ensure the regatta develops into the real 

asset we want it to be.

The fast and 
the luxurious
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divisions: IRC 1 (four boats), IRC 2 (six boats), Club Division 1 (14 boats) 

and Club Division 2 (seven boats). The impact of the changed format put 

pressure on crews, most notably the IRC fleet. Many either opted to not 

race or opted to race in Club Division 1. My sincerest thanks to all the 

crews that entered.

The reimagined format worked well. The longer programme gives 

maximum exposure to the sponsors, which is critical in ensuring we 

develop brand confidence in supporting our sport – for sailing events in 

general, not only Maserati Cape Town Race Week. 

Race reportback
The fleet was treated to some spectacular sailing conditions for most  

of the regatta, with only one of the social races being blown out. Credit 

must be given to our race officer, Rob Wilcox, who − with the support  

of the race committee, and the tireless efforts of the mark-layers and 

committee boat crews − was able to make quick decisions and ensure 

that sailing went off without a hitch and delays were kept to an 

absolute minimum. 

The regatta kicked off at 5pm on Friday with a twilight race. The 

technical first race really challenged the fleet in this closely fought 

regatta. The second race, on the Saturday, once again left little room  

for errors as the leaders in all divisions continued with some close, fun 

sailing. The leaders maintained position and we went into the third day 

of racing with little between the leaders in all divisions. 

On the Monday, the first of the social twilight races was abandoned 

due to a gusty southeasterly wind that filled in quickly with gusts well 

over 30 knots. A big thank you to the crew on Scarlet Sun, however, who 

braved the big breeze and showed off for their class for an impromptu 

photo shoot in the gusty conditions.

By Race Seven, we couldn’t have asked for a closer leaderboard  

for all divisions going into the final day – it really was all to play for!  

The westerly wind continued to fill in, providing the best conditions for 

the last race. Crews were tested and the spoils went to those with the 

fewest mistakes. The entire fleet revelled in the conditions and it was 

unfortunate that we were unable to sneak in another race in such great 

conditions. Prize-giving followed Race Eight and the regatta centre was 

alive with a fantastic energy. 

With the success of 2015, I’m confident that we’ll see a dramatic 

increase not only in the number of crews, but also in participation from 

the other clubs in Cape Town and, hopefully, a few from further afield.

3 1W W W. R C Y C . C O . Z A

“There’s a real opportunity to  
use this premium event to entice  

the people of Cape Town and  
South Africa into our sport through 

festive shore-side events that  
make sailing more accessible.” 

−Simon Borchert, race director
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The parties
The summer regatta has always been a fun way to end a year of serious 

racing. Maserati Cape Town Race Week continues this tradition, so we 

wanted to ensure that the shore-side experience was truly something  

to remember. 

With a daily prize-giving by Johnnie Walker, there was always 

something to race for. The Heineken Lounge stayed open well into the 

night and with live music scheduled every day, the crews, their families 

and friends stayed until the wee hours. 

The boat-owners were invited to a gala charity event, hosted by 

co-sponsor One&Only Cape Town on the Saturday night, where the 

ambitions for the regatta were introduced. The goal is to not only 

provide an exceptional event for sailors, but also to ensure a positive 

legacy of contributing meaningfully to sailing development, with the 

support of the Royal Cape Sailing Academy, and through supporting  

The Ripple Effect, an organisation committed to the conservation and 

preservation of the Cape’s coastline. They do so by supporting three  

key organisations: Clean C – a youth beach clean-up programme;  

the National Sea Rescue Institute (NSRI); and The Dyer Island 

Conservation Trust. 

The future
We look forward to implementing the lessons learnt in creating an 

ever-improving experience for sailors, boat-owners, sponsors and 

guests this year. Improvements for 2016 include a race village that will 

bring all crews together for the duration of the regatta, a move towards  

a single but longer race per day and, finally, more shore-side events and 

parties. There’s a real opportunity to use this premium event to entice 

the people of Cape Town and South Africa into our sport through festive 

shore-side events that make sailing more accessible. We believe we  

After a late invite to be the RO, and sorting out who was going to  

be on the committee boat and mark-layers, it was all systems  

go. On the racing side, it was one twilight race, three days of racing  

and another two twilight races that wouldn’t count towards the  

regatta result.

For the first race, we just managed to get a race in with a dying 

southwesterly. On day two, we ended up right around the corner at 

Green Point looking for enough breeze to get racing going. The first race 

of the day was a windward/leeward, which started in a southwesterly, 

which swung around into the south and turned the last running leg into 

a reach. 

A decision was made to have a race around Barker Rock for the 

second race. After waiting a while for our mark-layer to untangle 

himself from the start mark, the breeze settled down and the race 

started. The wind swung more, coming off the mountain and turning  

the race into a bit of a lottery.

The following day, more wind was forecast, and I was briefed to  

fit in a medium distance race during the series if possible. With a SE 

forecast, we sent them up to the corner at Milnerton, then on a long run 

to Koeberg for Class 1, and just past Big Bay for the Class 2 boats, and 

back up to Harken to the finish off the breakwater. 

Unfortunately, the leading Class 1 boat rounded the incorrect mark 

and retired after the finish, which wrecked their final finishing position. 

By late afternoon, the SE had come through quite hard and the 

tail-enders in Class 2 had a difficult time of it.

The next two twilight races didn’t count, so the turnout was  

down. The first one was blown out and the next one sailed in a very  

light southwesterly.

The Race Officer’s perspective, by Rob Willcox

“We look forward to implementing the lessons learnt in 
creating an ever-improving experience for sailors,  

boat-owners, sponsors and guests this year”

will see not only an increase in participation, but also in the number of 

people who come down to get even a small experience of yacht racing.

These events can’t happen without committed sponsors who work 

closely with the organising team. To this end, I must thank Maserati 

South Africa for their continued support, Helly Hansen for the incredible 

event kit, One&Only Cape Town for co-hosting, Princess Yachts and 

David Abromowitz and Associates for looking after our VIPs and  

media guests, Johnnie Walker, Heineken, Durbanville Hills and  

Pongracz for their hospitality support, and Ballistic Inflatables  

for the media chase boats. 

My sincerest gratitude as well to the RCYC sailing committee,  

Toni Mainprize and her team of volunteers and, most importantly,  

to all who entered for helping in laying the foundation for an event  

that we can all be proud of. 

Until the 2016 event, happy sailing! 

The last day didn’t look great for racing, so we postponed.  

We eventually started the first race of the day in around 8 to 10 knots. 

By the end of the second race, we had a steady 16 knots − a good end  

to an enjoyable regatta.

Personally, I expected a better turnout. Hopefully 2016 will see 

numbers up from 31 to the sixties, with more entries from other clubs in 

the area. I also believe that if RCYC host the event, all boats should be 

moored there. This will add more of a social element to the event. What 

Simon Borchert and the sponsors are trying to achieve is commendable 

and I hope to see more club buys-in for future events. 

Finally, thanks to Toni for all the work she did in the background  

as well as on the committee boat; to Ron Keytel, Dave Blewett and the 

other helpers on the marker layers; and to the two owners who lent 

their boats for committee boat duty and gave of their time as well. 

Left to right: Shandy Smith, Brad Graaff (Country Manager Maserati), 
Mark Smith (Dealer Principal Maserati Cape Town), Verene Petersen 

(Marketing Executive Maserati) and Simon Borchert (CEO change and 
CTRW Event Director).

ABOUT VETUS 
Developing innovative systems for your boat is truly what VETUS 

is about. VETUS invents and develops systems consisting of a wide 

range of products to keep your boat in an excellent technical 

condition. 

For 50 years VETUS has been one of the world’s leading 

companies when it comes to innovative products for pleasure craft 

and small commercial vessels. The VETUS catalogue is regularly 

consulted by the engineers and designers from leading yacht 

builders for good reason. It is also regularly used as educational 

material in marine training establishments. 

3 YEAR WARRANTY, UNIQUE IN THE MARKET! 
All VETUS boat equipment products come with a 3 year warranty. 

Because of our long experience, careful choice of materials and 

stringent quality controls, we have the confidence to offer this 

warranty. For advice, installation and service you can always 

rely on our worldwide network of VETUS dealers.

Unit 1 HSE Park, 130 Democracy way, Marconi Beam, 7447
Tel: 021 552 4275 | Fax: 021 552 4269 
Mobile: 071 381 8428 | Email: abeck@vetus.com
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T
he last Mykonos Offshore race 

proved once again how much our 

entrants enjoy this event. 

In the four years that I’ve been 

in the chairperson’s seat, we’ve had different 

weather on each occasion − only once has it 

been the downwind run we expect. We’ve 

had no wind at all, “pea-soup” fog and 

a southeaster run and, this year, much to 

some skippers’ dismay, a northwesterly wind. 

Yet the different weather doesn’t detract from 

the event. Personally, I feel it makes it more 

of a challenge. 

This year, it was hard to predict which 

tactics would be the best: stay inshore and 

look for a backing wind shift, or go offshore 

and hope you’re on the right side of the course 

when the shift comes? Kudos to those who 

chose correctly.

As a result of our meetings with rules 

experts and our Race Offi cer, there were 

several changes this year. The fi nish line 

was changed to conform on the up-race leg 

– surely an improvement on previous years 

for those fi nishing in the dark, when you could 

follow the Mykonos leading lights from across 

the bay. Similarly, the pursuit race fi nish was 

altered, along with some of the course marks, 

to provide more sea room and depth for the 

larger and faster boats. 

Some have remarked on the need to 

make a longer course for the big IRC yachts 

(like Nitro and Vulcan). That’s something for 

next year’s race chair to consider. The trackers 

look set to stay. While not an essential to the 

race, they do provide for an element of family 

participation and public interest ashore.

The pursuit race was fast and exciting 

with the wind direction providing an easy 

challenge for most skippers. Afterwards, the 

pub was full of crews talking up their boat’s 

performance on the course. Well done to all 

the winners of the various trophies in the 

different classes.

Words of thanks: As always, a big thank 

you to our sponsors and host, Club Mykonos, 

for making the 2016 event a success, for 

providing us with free moorings and facilities, 

for the Champagne and the use of the marina 

deck to celebrate our success (or not). 

Great prizes were sponsored by Sunsail 

(a R70 000 cruise in the Seychelles) and 

Atlantic Yachting (a sailing course). Harken 

again helped with a donation to the cost of the 

race and the gate boat. I must also mention 

Mark from Elite Charters, for providing 

a comfortable bridge boat, and Rocket Signs, 

for the grab bags used for goodie bags. 

Behind the scenes, thanks must go to 

the indefatigable Toni and her assistant Fanie, 

for their tireless efforts. Thanks also to our 

Race Offi cer Neville Norton and his wife, 

Di Norton, our protest committee, Club 

Mykonos staff and Riaan for arranging the 

moorings, camera boats and transport rubber 

infl atables, and to the many others 

who contributed in all sorts of ways. 

It was a great race − see you next time!

SHORES AWAY
A northwesterly made the 2016 Mykonos Offshore 
a thrilling challenge, says Derek Shuttleworth.
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T
he 2015 edition of this iconic race saw an impressive 16 clubs 

participate. For the fi rst time, the Lipton Cup Committee 

decided to run the event over the school holidays, so students 

could take part. Judging by the amount of youngsters who got 

involved, it was the right decision. 

It was truly inspiring to see the number of development teams 

participating, from False Bay Yacht Club, Hout Bay Yacht Club, 

Defence Yacht Club, Port Owen Yacht Club, Milnerton Aquatics Club 

and Saldanha Bay Yacht Club. To all those involved in helping to put 

these campaigns together, and to the sponsors of these teams, 

a big thank you. The future of sailing in South Africa lies in initiatives 

such as these. 

The Royal Cape Yacht Club is in the fortunate position of owning 

six well-appointed L 26s. Five of these belong to our Sailing Academy, 

which maintains these vessels that they train and compete on. 

Two of our Academy teams competed in the Lipton event under 

Port Owen and MAC burgees, while the remainder of the boats were 

made available to other clubs for charter at a reasonable fee, thus 

giving other clubs the chance to compete. Thanks to RCYC.

The opening ceremony, held at the regatta centre, was emceed by 

Dre Giovannini. He did a good job of entertaining us with his jokes and 

lively introductions to the teams, who all brought water from their 

respective sailing grounds. (Some up-country water was rather green, 

to say the least!) 

Our guest of honour, Executive Deputy Mayor of the City of Cape 

Town Alderman Ian Neilson, mixed the waters and distributed the mix 

into the sea.

The closing ceremony, a traditional gala event kindly sponsored by 

the City of Cape Town, was attended by guest of honour Garreth Bloor, 

an elected public representative of the City of Cape Town and a mayoral 

committee member for Tourism, Events and Economic Development. 

Greg Davies and Dave Rae successfully defended the Cup for 

RCYC – congrats! Prizes were awarded to the deserving teams and 

we enjoyed a great party to the sound of the young band Legendairy. 

“ The City of Cape Town is proud to support the Lipton Challenge Cup, the only true 
national interclub sailing event in South Africa. We’re proud that recent winners 
have been from Cape Town, and look forward to welcoming sailing clubs and top 
sailors from all over Southern Africa in future. We wish participants well as they 
compete in this year’s Lipton Cup.”

   –Councillor Garreth Bloor, mayoral committee member: Tourism, Events and Economic Development 

The history of the Lipton Cup
Sir Thomas Lipton, a world-famous tea merchant and avid 

yachtsman in his day, donated the Lipton Challenge Cup, a beautiful 

sterling-silver trophy crafted in England in 1908, to the Table Bay 

Yacht Club (today the Royal Cape Yacht Club) in 1909. 

As stipulated by Lipton in his Deed of Gift, the trophy was 

meant to encourage yachting in South Africa, “especially in the way 

of friendly contests in sailing and seamanship in deep-sea yacht 

racing.” The Deed of Gift document, which is safely held at RCYC, 

accompanies the trophy. It stipulates the conditions for the race and 

the rules of the competition that’s still known as the Lipton 

Challenge Cup − South Africa’s most prestigious sailing competition.

While he was known for having campaigned for the America’s 

Cup fi ve times between 1899 and 1930 (and always on yachts 

named Shamrock), Sir Thomas Lipton never won the world’s 

most-famous yacht race himself. 

Source: The King’s Grocer: Life of Sir Thomas Lipton, Robert A. Crampsey, p.133. 

Information gathered from the Mitchell Library of Glasgow: www.mitchellibrary.org 

THE CUP OF CUPS
South Africa’s most prestigious national 
interclub race is doing its part for youth 
development in sailing. By Vitor Medina

ORC Inshore Single Number Analysis vs IRC
This uses the ORC Inshore Single Number rating, where there is no 

need to declare wind strength.

 ORC Inshore Single Number Analysis vs IRC at the Fling Regatta 2016 
02|02|16 
 
Here is an analysis of the dual scoring on ORC and IRC at the Fling Regatta. For this analysis, all ORC scoring is done on 

the ORC Inshore Single Number for windward leeward courses. Single number rating does not take wind strength into 

account, and there is no need for the Race Officer to declare wind strength. 

It is useful to use Back Calculated Elapsed time [BCE] for each race. BCE is a measure of how much faster in real time a 

yacht needed to sail on the water, such that her corrected time is equal to the corrected time of the winning yacht. In 

the context of a rating comparison, the lower BCE shows an improvement towards a more compact or more 

competitive fleet in relation to their rating system. 

 

 

On the ORC rating certificate: 

INSHORE SINGLE NUMBER  
for TIME ON TIME 

 

ORC Inshore Triple Number Analysis vs IRC 
This uses the ORC Inshore Triple Number rating, where the wind 

strength (low, medium or high) is declared by the Race Officer. 

 ORC Inshore Triple Number Analysis vs IRC at the Fling Regatta 2016 
02|02|16 
 
Here is an analysis of the dual scoring on ORC and IRC at the Fling Regatta. All ORC scoring is done on the ORC Inshore 

Triple Number for windward leeward courses, with the wind strength [low, medium, high] as declared by the 

International Race Officer. 

It is useful to use Back Calculated Elapsed time [BCE] for each race. BCE is a measure of how much faster in real time a 

yacht needed to sail on the water, such that her corrected time is equal to the corrected time of the winning yacht. In 

the context of a rating comparison, the lower BCE shows an improvement towards a more compact or more 

competitive fleet in relation to their rating system. 

 

 

On the ORC rating certificate: 

INSHORE TRIPLE NUMBER  
for TIME ON TIME in Low, Medium 
and High wind 

 

We hope this is both interesting and useful. The next sailing season 

could well see more developments with the ORC rating system as  

many see the benefits of having all clubs in South Africa adopt an 

official World Sailing rating system. More meetings and discussions  

will take place to follow up on a way forward with ORC and to decide 

whether it has a place in our club and sailing in South Africa. 

T
he 2016 Fling Regatta had winds from three to 30 knots over 

the three days of racing – which meant running the regatta 

wan’t an easy task for our visiting International Race Officer, 

Stuart Childerley. But Stuart showed no signs of being 

stressed. He remained open with the competitors at all times and did 

really well to get four races in over the weekend, when the regatta 

required a minimum of three. We couldn’t run a Friday twilight race,  

due to the high winds, but we were able to run two strong-wind races 

on Saturday and two low-wind races on Sunday. This gave us a good 

chance to see the ORC ratings change over the two days of racing,  

using the triple-number scoring. 

Our generous sponsor, Irvine Laidlaw, is the well-respected 

motivator behind the Fling each year, who brings both international 

professionalism and fresh ideas to this boutique-style serious racing 

regatta. We’re fortunate to have this regatta at our club, not only for  

the enjoyment of the competitors, but also from the race management’s 

perspective. Each year, we’ve had new challenges that have allowed 

new lessons to be learnt − and this year was no different. Included 

were the ORC rating comparisons, scoring systems for ORC and IRC  

as well as the online race management system of Yachtscoring.com, 

which we hope to use in the future for this event. It helps the  

competitors with online registration, payment, documentation  

and, more importantly, instant results from the water. 

This year’s fleet were split into a compulsory IRC Class for all 

boats with a club rating above 1.000 and a club fleet of boats with  

a rating of less than 1.000. All IRC boats were measured for some  

additional measurements to provide each boat with an official ORC 

rating certificate. This proved to be quite tricky, but with the help of 

some great volunteers, we achieved this. 

Racing was close with extremely varied conditions, providing 

excitement as well as frustration for all. One can really see how close 

the racing was from the results. The ORC results were secondary to the 

main result of IRC, and were used as a trial and comparison. Behind the 

scenes, a fantastic team worked together to motivate the boats eligible 

to get an ORC rating and, of course, to get the results analysis 

produced. Thanks to Irvine, Hylton Hale, Luke Scott and race chairman 

Rick Nankin for the time they put into this, before and after the regatta. 

Luke produced two analysis documents from the dual-scoring trial on 

ORC and IRC: 

A fling of firsts
This year’s RCYC Midsummer Fling Regatta provided first-time ORC scoring  
and international expertise. By Toni Mainprize
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T
he most recent RISKAFRICA Regatta, the leading corporate 

sailing event in South Africa, was hosted by RCYC on Friday 

23 and Saturday 24 October 2015. A variety of companies in 

the insurance and financial industries used the opportunity for 

networking and team-building, including Active ops, Affinity, Altech 

Netstar, Camargue, Centriq, Compass, EasyEquities, CN&CO, C-Track, 

Customer Loyalty Consultants, Fulcrum, Grip, Hollard, Insure Group 

Managers, King Price Insurance, Mutual & Federal and Zenith.

The regatta was extended from a single race to two races: one on 

Friday evening; one on Saturday afternoon. Whether or not we’d race  

on the Friday evening was a marginal call, as the fleet was met by  

a very strong southeasterly. The RO said the race should proceed,  

but with no spinnakers.

The top three positions in the 20-boat fleet were: C-Track’s The 

Captain Track Sparrow 2 on Regardless in first place; Insure Group’s 

Vikings on TouchWood in second; and Hollard’s Pirates in Purple on 

Hollard Jacana in third. The twilight race was followed by a vibrant 

Captains’ Cocktail Party and flag ceremony. 

On Saturday, a 12-knot northwesterly and flat water meant ideal 

conditions for a corporate event. C-Track’s The Captain Track Sparrow 2 

on Regardless once again took the honours. The Fulcrumeers on Vulcan 

were second, followed by Camargue’s Les Guardians of the Sea on  

Bally Hoo Too.
The prize-giving dinner was a wonderfully festive affair with the 

various teams making a great effort to decorate their tables and dress 

up in team gear for the occasion. Live music added to the celebratory, 

festive atmosphere.

C-Track’s The Captain Track Sparrow 2 on Regardless were  

the overall winners, walking off with the R25 000 first prize. Insure 

Group’s Vikings on TouchWood were second overall and the Nautical 

Netstar 2 on Yolo came third. Camargue’s Les Guardians of the Sea on  

Bally  Hoo  Too were fourth, while Hollard’s Pirates in Purple on Hollard 
Jacana came fifth.

There were also a number of fun awards – like Best Gees and  

Best Table − and a generous  donation was made towards the Royal 

Cape Yacht Club Sailing Academy.

A great deal of thought had clearly gone into planning the event. 

The regatta was superbly organised by the RISKAFRICA Magazine 

team and was executed well, thanks to the able support of the RCYC 

staff, the yacht owners and their crews.

Unrivalled innovation. 
Unmatched performance.

Composite Spars & Rigging
Components

Global Service
www.southernspars.com
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A STRONG 
CURRENT-SEA

The annual RISKSAFRICA Regatta, enjoyed  
by those from the financial and insurance  

industries, is proof that sailing is a fantastic way 
for corporates to network and have fun.  

Patrick Holloway, Race Officer and skipper of 
Hollard Jacana, reports on the 2015 event. 
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Another year, another winner
By Angelique Edwards, events manager for the RISKAFRICA race
The annual RISKAFRICA Regatta, which sets sail in the Royal Cape 

Yacht Club, is a highlight on the financial services networking calendar. 

Now in its fourth year, the regatta partnered with the South African 

Ocean Festival in 2015. 

The concept is that each financial-services institution is allocated  

a boat and team, made up of a limited number of the boat’s regular 

crew in key positions with the balance comprising the financial service 

team. The idea is that everyone actually sails and contributes to the 

performance of the boat in the race. Some enjoy the experience purely 

for the social aspects; others enjoy the sailing challenge. 

The twilight sailing event on the Friday night is a small crew event, 

with about 30 yachts setting sail on a shortened route under the 

evening sky. On Saturday, race day, key influencers from the financial 

services industry first do a lap around the V&A Waterfront, where the 

yachts and teams are greeted by canon salute, before duking it out  

in the waves along the course that sails past Dolphin Beach in 

Bloubergstrand before heading back to the Waterfront. Team members 

wear the colours of their respective financial institution, and each boat 

is skippered by an experienced, licensed skipper. The winning boat is 

determined by the handicap system to ensure that each team has a fair 

chance of winning.

On Saturday night, a gala event is held in the regatta centre.  

Fun prizes − for best-dressed team, best-decorated boat and tables  

– ensure an atmosphere of friendly competition. The event gives the 

sailors and RISKAFRICA competitors further chance to network, and 

a lot of fun is had by all.

Riding on the success of the previous years, the 2016 event – 

scheduled for 21–23 October − promises to be another doozie. 

To watch the highlights, type “RISKAFRICA Regatta highlights” 

into the YouTube search bar or visit http://bit.ly/23MFItV
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tactician onboard the 52-footer, admitted that the 30-odd minutes 

sitting with no boat speed undid all their hard work and it became 

almost impossible to catch up on the lost time.

As with most distance races, bad luck for some leads to fortune for 

others. Vulcan, the lightweight GP 42, and Tina Plattner’s Morning Glory 

revelled in the drifting conditions to quickly close the gap on Cape Fling 2. 
In IRC 2, the equally lightweight Bally Hoo Too got herself into 

a fi ghting position. But all the hard work in the light-wind sailing 

was undone by an average run from Robben Island to the Blouberg 

mark, thus handing the win to the ever-improving AL, skippered by 

Robbie van Rooyen. 

After the double-points race and the two races on Friday, the 

leaderboard changed with Vulcan leading IRC 1 and AL back in 

the mix for IRC 2.

What looked set to be a closely contested regatta between the 

well-prepared IRC boats in both IRC 1 and IRC 2 turned out to 

be exactly that. Here’s a round-up of the three days of action…

DAY ONE The regatta started on Friday, 6 November with 

a steady 15 to 17 knot southwesterly, a favourite 

amongst the locals because of its consistency. Irvine Laidlaw’s 

beautifully prepared Reichel Pugh 52, Cape Fling 2, laid down the 

gauntlet amongst the fi ve IRC 1 boats, with a dominant win in the 

fi rst race. Mike Hayton’s Corby 49, Nitro, took second place from 

Hylton Hale’s GP 42, Vulcan. In race two the top spot went to Nitro, 

with Cape Fling 2 second and Phil Gutsche’s Windpower in third.

In IRC 2, the team on the ever-present and successfully 

campaigned Farr 38 AL Mount Gay Rum was a little rattled after only 

having re-stepped their mast the previous day, thus showing their haste 

in getting ready by only securing a third and fourth in the fi rst two races. 

Ryan Avery, skippering Corum, took the honours in the fi rst race, with 

the dual-skippered Mum 36 Bally Hoo Too (JJ Provoyeur and Duncan 

McKechnie) securing second spot. In race two, Bally Hoo Two took the 

honours from Corum in the 11-boat fl eet, in a closely fought battle, with 

Gordon Kling’s J111, Mwah, just missing out on the top spot. 

DAY TWO Saturday dawned glassy with a promise of a light to 

medium southwesterly, which eventually materialised 

as the boats left the V&A Waterfront to race the medium-distance race 

of about 35 miles. The medium-distance race was a one-fl eet start and 

counted as double points, so it was all to play for − defend or take 

a chance and attack with the risky options available, especially around 

the fi ckle Robben Island. 

Cape Fling 2 impressively sailed away from the fl eet and built 

a comfortable handicap lead. Unfortunately, the rounding mark on the 

weather side of Robben Island was in a windless zone. Geoff Meek, the 

ANOTHER 
TIGHT AFFAIR
The 2015 GAC Laser IRC Nationals, 
day by day. By Hylton Hale.
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are seasoned campaigners, equally up for the challenge. But it was  

the battled-hardened AL that took the advantage of the building 

southwesterley on the last downward leg to win the race from Dave 

Arnott’s First 40 by one minute and 38 seconds, with Bally Hoo Too 

finishing fifth, securing the silver medal, and Gordon Kling’s Mwah  

taking a well-deserved bronze.

In what has become quite common with IRC racing in Table Bay, 

and even with the shifty conditions experienced in the medium-distance 

race, the time differences between top positions were quite astounding. 

Take, for example, the one-second gap between second and third, as 

well as the last race being all down to a matter of 21 seconds, after 

about eight hours of total racing.

Podium finishes 
IRC 1
1st:  Hylton Hale/Johnny Cullum, Vulcan (GP 42)

2nd:  Irvine Laidlaw, Cape Fling 2 (Reichel Pugh 52)

3rd:  Mike Hayton, Nitro (Corby 49)

IRC 2
1st:  Robbie van Rooyen, AL Mount Gay Rum (Farr 38)

2nd:  JJ Provoyeur/Duncan McKechnie, Bally Hoo Too (Mum 36)

3rd:  Gordon Kling/Steven Meek, Mwah (J 111)

DAY THREE The last day of the regatta had a planned three- or 

four-race programme. But the wind gods had other 

ideas. Eventually, racing got underway with two windward-leeward 

courses of intensely tight racing. After three days of close racing in 

Table Bay, the last race of the the 2015 GAC Laser IRC Nationals 

provided plenty of drama in the form of a large ship moored near  

the weather buoy. 

The ship started swinging on its mooring as the current and wind 

changed, blocking the port-approach lane. The choice was to either 

reach over the top of the ship or sail the shorter distance through its 

leeward side. In IRC 1, it was a race between Vulcan and Cape Fling 2, 

who had to make the top three in this last race, in which the winner of 

the two would be crowned as IRC 1 SA champs. Vulcan got a lucky 

break when Cape Fling 2 sailed behind the offending ship, and ended  

up sitting in the lee for a good 20 to 30 seconds. This gave Vulcan the 

opportunity to sail above the ship and rather take the short, broad reach 

to the weather buoy. Those seconds were the crucial difference 

between the two teams after corrected times had been calculated.

In the larger IRC 2 fleet, it was the revamped Mum 36 Bally Hoo Too 

that had it all to play for in the last race. Their goal was clear: win the 

race and hope that AL Mount Gay Rum gets a third, or worse. Both 

skippers, JJ Provoyeur (Bally Hoo Too) and Robbie van Rooyen (AL),  P
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A Turkish 
cruising delight 

By Ingrid Hale
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A 
family cruising holiday had always been on my wish list. 

We hadn’t yet enjoyed such a holiday with our two daughters, 

aged 16 and 19, and we wanted to do so before they headed 

off on their own adventures.

I wouldn’t say Turkey was fi rst on our list of possible destinations. 

But the South African school holidays fell within the manic tourist 

season in Greece, and many people said Turkey was not only beautiful, 

it was also much friendlier to our SA rand. 

Rounding up friends to join us wasn’t a problem. After all, 

who’d say no to a chance to escape the miserable Cape Town winter? 

We invited good friends with whom we’d shared many holidays, and 

our teenage children get on well with young adults of our friends’ age. 

These friends were non-sailors who’d never been on a cruising holiday, 

but they’re adventurous and keen to try new things. 

When looking for a boat, The Moorings seemed the logical port of 

call. The South Africa offi ce is based in Cape Town, and they offer a full 

service in boat selection and itinerary planning. Quotes and rates are 

now based on a low, fi xed dollar rate in ZAR, so when splitting the cost 

between two families or four couples, it’s actually quite reasonable. 

Just consider what a hotel room can cost a family of four for a week, 

and a boat offers you the added value of giving you freedom of 

movement in paradise. 

A wonderful selection of beautiful boats, ranging from mono-hulls 

to catamarans, is on offer. We decided on a cat, as we liked the idea of 

the generous space. The beautiful new Leopard 48 has always been 

a favourite of mine. But what I look for in a boat − big outdoor living 

area, large outside saloon area, spacious galley, generous cabin space 

and luxury en-suite heads − and what a seasoned and experienced 

sailor looks for − speed, boat handling, ease of manoeuvrability, 

a well-functioning generator system, sail-handling systems, 

GPS plotters or Navionics, and so on − are quite different. 

My husband, Hylton, did a lot of work on navigation and plotting 

a course before we left South Africa, and he downloaded the Navionics 

charts onto his iPad. However, 3G cards are readily available and 

inexpensive over there, for all your out-of-port data requirements. 

We also hired SUPs and kayaks from The Moorings, which came in 

handy for exploring all the little bays.P
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The next day, we headed back to the SE side of Turkey with a 5am 

start in order to cover 42 miles. We moored in another beautiful bay: 

Küküka Koyu Bay was secluded with a few rocky beaches,  

and donkeys visited us on the beach. There were intriguing little caves 

everywhere to explore and high cliffs for cliff jumping, so great fun was 

had by all.

Boynuzbuku Koyu Bay, our next stop, offered a charming little jetty, 

waterside restaurant and facilities with a games room for kids. 

Colourful fabric hammocks hung from big shady trees, and a stunning 

Turkish daybed was set up for sipping Turkish tea. The beach bar is 

manned by the owner, who speaks good English. He cooked a delicious 

seafood and meze lunch for us, which was served under a huge old oak 

tree at the water’s edge. We washed this down with ice-cold shandies, 

feeling very happy with life.

We upped anchor and headed for Tomb Bay, named for the many 

tombs cut into the rocks above. It’s a popular spot (we counted  

33 boats on anchor that night), so we left there and found a quieter 

mooring around the corner. We learnt that if you’re moving off to 

another spot in the late afternoon, you need to be in the next mooring  

by 5pm in order to get a good spot. And in order to get the good spots 

for the day, arrive by 10.30am, especially on the weekends, when all the 

gulets are out doing their day charters. We also became aware of where 

we should moor so as not to be on the sunrise side of the mountains –  

it gets very hot in the mornings.

The next morning we were greeted by a few boat traders selling 

breads, pastries, jewellery and sarongs. An early morning breakfast  

was followed by a climb up to the tombs for beautiful views of the bay. 

Next stop: Göcek to restock on supplies and enjoy a little culture in 

the picturesque town. Apparently, there are more boats in Göcek than 

houses. The three marinas are pricey and charge in euros. For instance, 

Scopea Marina charges €100 per night and the other two marinas are 

more expensive than that. The municipal marina wouldn’t accept 

catamarans, so we anchored outside the main marina and went into 

town to roam the stores and look at the restaurants. I bought a Turkish 

lantern and beautiful linen and scarves. There’s a wonderful but pricey 

deli that stocks Western food-and-drink brands, which definitely caters 

for the larger power yachts and charter boats as the prices are high 

The Moorings’ base in Fethiye is an hour’s drive from Dalaman 

Airport in southwest Turkey and airport transfers are easy to arrange.  

At The Moorings’ base, at the Classic Hotel Marina, charter guests are 

permitted to use the wonderful hotel facilities, including swimming 

pools, a spa and restaurants.

The Moorings team gave us a thorough technical briefing. After 

finalising the paperwork, we also had a general briefing on sailing in  

the area. We’d plotted a route beforehand, but the base manager,  

Deniz, also shared some great insider tips.

The Moorings offers a full provisioning service, but we didn’t make 

use of this as we like to wander the local markets and buy our own 

stock. There’s a full-service marina complex nearby, offering all sorts  

of services and including a supermarket, but some smaller shops on the 

main road will also deliver the items you select to the boat. We decided 

to support the locals and use one of these shops. We found the Turkish 

people to be friendly and accommodating, although English is generally 

quite limited.

Our friends arrived the next day, after a long five-hour bus ride from 

Bodrum. We loaded them onto the boat and dashed off to Kapi Creek to 

make the sunset. It was a beautiful trip across the bay in warm 

Mediterranean winds, passing the many gulet boats coming back to base. 

We set up the tender and took a stern line to a rock. It was easy to moor 

the boat with the electric windless and we dropped anchor in 25m of 

water after seeing depths of up to 70m. Having to use a stern line either 

tied to a rock outcrop or a set mooring ring takes getting used to, but  

it does help keep the boat stable. After a few times mooring this way,  

we became good at it and each of us had our job to do when anchoring. 

We enjoyed our first of many warm evenings under a pitch-black 

sky, and woke to an idyllic bay of clear waters in which turtles joined us 

for an early morning swim. A lovely old couple on a boat selling freshly 

made pancakes and pots of honey also came by.

We headed off to Ekincik Bay, a long stretch of motoring for  

28 miles. The swell was big, but we used the sails to stabilise the boat. 

Motor sailing works well in preventing the rocking motion. At Ekincik 

Bay, we moored at a jetty stern-in, and received great guidance from the 

locals on their tenders. But the marina was busy and we were rafted up 

alongside boats on all sides. Ekincik offers clean fresh water, neat 

moorings, wooden paths, WCs, restaurants and good recycling facilities, 

which we appreciated as recycling is important to us. We separated our 

recyclables by setting up another bag for organic waste in the galley. 

We ate at the hilltop restaurant that evening and enjoyed the most 

unbelievable views and seafood, but it was pricey.

I made the most of the calm morning [next morning?] and went 

for a lovely paddle in the clear waters of the bay. Ekincik Bay is close  

to a turtle breeding area and turtle tours are on offer, but July isn’t 

breeding season. We could’ve visited the Dalyan Rock Tombs close  

to the turtle sanctuary, but we wanted to hit “the road”.

We decided to sail to the furthest point of the area first and make 

our way back to Fethiye after two weeks. We started with a fairly long 

haul of 14 miles to Marmaris, to stock up on supplies, where we moored 

off the main beaches and pier and ran the tender into town. Mooring in 

the main marina was too costly, and The Grand Bazaar is practical and 

wraps around a full city block and we found a well-stocked supermar-

ket which delivered our groceries to the quayside in a flatbed tuk-tuk. 

When it comes to being helpful, the Turks can’t do enough for you.

After the noisy market, we needed some quiet, so we found  

a beautiful mooring in a bay on the other side of an island off Marmaris, 

called Kuecuekkargi. There we took in a beautiful pink sunset, listening  

to classic tunes and enjoying a “Cin” and Tonic as our girls sang along  

to the guitar. Priceless! 
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The whole town is a bit of a tourist trap 

with trinket shops, restaurants everywhere and 

even strobe lights lighting up the mountain at 

night, but it’s vibey and, generally, the people 

are friendly and helpful. We decided to spend 

another night on anchor. After the many day 

trippers had left, we enjoyed a quiet drink and 

evening swim watching the spectacular sunset 

pinks and purples of the mountain we’d jumped 

off that day. Swimming with turtles is always  

a special experience and Megs, our youngest, 

was determined to have a close encounter  

with one, which she did that night.

We were sad to leave Ölüdeniz, but at  

Cold Water Bay, we found a private little inlet, 

with the bluest water we’d seen to date. The 

bay gets its name from the cold water that 

pours in from an underground spring, causing 

the temperature to drop from an average  

26 degrees to about 16 degrees, as it gathers  

in a little inlet and a rock pool. The story goes 

that for every five minutes you spend in the 

cold water, you’ll look five years younger. 

The bay is surrounded by high mountains 

and at the top of one is a mountain-top village 

and Kaya-Köy/“Ghost Town” set in a National Park. The Greeks 

established this village over 300 years ago. When the Turks invaded, the 

Greeks fled but the Turks, being farmers who preferred the flat plains, 

abandoned the village. You can feel the kind of world it may have once 

been with beautiful stone houses with decorated chimneys and narrow 

cobbled streets echoing the sound of laughing children.  

The old Greek Orthodox Church still stands, but it’s under renovation, so 

we couldn’t go inside. Only one intact house, 400 years old, still stands 

with its thick, decorated wooden doors, which would have welcomed 

you inside a small, neat home. It costs 5 Turkish Lira (about R25) per 

person to enter the park, but take extra money with you as there are  

a few stalls selling trinkets and the most beautiful jewellery.

− R440 for a bottle of Spiced Gold and R88 for  

a block of Lindt Dark Chocolate. 

We upped anchor again, this time as rain 

loomed on the horizon, but it only threatened 

and never poured. The weather in general is 

moderate, starting with beautiful mornings, 

followed by a light haze until 12pm, and, after 

hot and clear days, stunning evenings. Cicada 

beetles start up every morning and hum the 

whole day; wasps and bees are quite common 

in the evenings − and so, too, are mosquitos.

The next morning, we headed towards 

Ölüdeniz and found a beautiful quiet bay 

opposite the main beach. Apart from some 

inquisitive turtles that came to greet us in the 

bluest water we’d yet seen, we had the place  

to ourselves. But within 15 minutes, we were 

surrounded by gulets mooring for the day. 

Still, all the action, with boats coming and 

going and people paddling and swimming in 

and out of the natural lagoon, was fun. We 

affectionately called it “Plett in December”, it’s 

that busy − people cover every inch of beach 

and sand. The turtles swim up and down the 

lagoon among the swimmers, seemingly 

comfortable in the presence of people. 

The sky was filled with paragliders free-falling and spiralling  

down in every direction. We just had to join! We booked with a guy  

called Yusaf on the beach. He came out on a speedboat to our boat  

to do the negotiation with us, at a discounted rate of €70 per person; 

the same price at home for a much shorter jump off Signal Hill. But they 

really make their money off selling you the GoPro footage they take of 

your flight, as you can’t take your own cameras. It’s a 35-minute drive 

up the mountain through a thick cedar tree forest and a 30-minute 

flight down – a 1 700m-high jump, higher than Table Mountain,  

with spectacular views of the “real” Blue Lagoon, all of the  

Fethiye Gulf and Ölüdeniz.

• 
• Ask the marina manager for a cooler box, as 

the fridge in the galley isn’t large enough for 

food for eight people plus drinks. We kept 

ours on deck and used it for cold drinks and 

beers only. 

• While fridge space is limited, there is a large 

freezer, which we didn’t make enough use of. 

The meat is good in Turkey, so buy in bulk in 

Marmaris/Göcek and freeze.

• If you run out of supplies onboard, don’t 

worry. Boat traders are in most bays and they 

sell everything from pancakes to fruits and 

fresh bread. They even sell ice creams with 

screams of “Hey, hello my babies, come on 

my boat...”

• Guys on speedboats offer skiing, parasailing, 

wake boarding and even rides on a tube.

• Take reef shoes or trainers that can get wet. 

To secure the stern lines onto rocky outcrops, 

you often have to walk over sharp rocks in 

the water. 

• Each cabin is supplied with four towels in  

a different colour. Rather sort the towels to 

one colour per cabin, so you know which are 

your towels.

• To save fresh water, use salt water for 

washing dishes.

• Take blow-up pool chairs and lilos – great fun 

for floating around the bays.

• Remember mosquito repellent and citronella 

candles, and take sting/bite cream and 

motion-sickness tablets.

• Pack a multi-plug double adaptor – very 

useful for charging the many phones and 

cameras onboard!

• Take swimming goggles, as the water is very 

salty; a hat that can get wet, as you spend  

a lot of time in the water and the glare is bad; 

and a little daypack for hiking/exploring.

• Games and cards will come in handy. There’s 

a TV on board with a USB cable to plug into 

laptops to watch movies, but we never used 

it. No extra sound system is required, as 

there’s a USB cable point in the galley for  

the sound system, which works very well.

TIPS FOR TURKEY
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the marina, which gave us a chance to sort out the boat 

and ensure that the mooring lines and fenders were 

ready for mooring. The marina guys are helpful.  

They come out to assist you when you come onto the 

mooring, making sure the anchor slings are set up on 

the bow correctly, which is how all boats are moored in 

the marina − anchor first and then go astern towards 

the jetty. We had a boat check-out and handover with 

Deniz, who was most impressed that we actually sailed 

the boat as not many people even hoist the sails. The 

boat had been such a wonderful home to us, as it was 

comfortable and easily maneuverable.

The youngsters slept on the trampoline for the 

second time on that last night [check order]. They really 

embraced the experiences that the trip offered: early 

morning swims, exploring caves, snorkelling, swimming with turtles, 

cliff-jumping, paragliding, hiking, midnight swims. Our children were  

so at ease in the environment and adapted to boat life well – keeping  

a neat ship, cleaning up after themselves, cooking in a small galley, 

being aware of water usage and power maintenance, and helping with 

mooring and casting off.

We set up a system of two people on duty per day. Duties included 

cooking, cleaning and prep so that each person could have three days 

off before their next shift. We mixed up families and adults and teens, 

which worked well and even provided some healthy competition 

between the teams!

It was the most incredible family bonding time.  

We saw our children as young adults and watched them 

come out of their shells. They were patient, inquisitive, 

adventurous, spontaneous, adaptable and hard-working. 

I so enjoyed the time with them as I knew that when  

we got home, we’d all get involved in our own lives again. 

They scatter off to their varsity or school, their friends 

and social lives, while we’re busy with work and our 

hobbies. But I knew that I would cherish the memories 

of that special trip together forever.

We enjoyed a good tapas lunch at Muzzy’s Place, 

where there was a welcoming bright-blue pool to cool 

off in. After a good break from the heat, we walked back 

up the hill to the lookout tower and down to Cold Water 

Bay. The path winds through forests and leads you 

down to a stony beach. We were rewarded with the 

most incredible views ever – tree-lined mountains  

and turquoise waters as far as we could see.  

Then, at least four-day-tripper gulets, complete 

with water slides and loudspeakers, arrived with 

tourists of every shape and size. Around 3pm seems to 

be the time that they arrive, so make sure you dodge 

the rush hour! 

We upped anchor and left this beautiful area, so far our favourite, 

and passed the island of Gemiler Ad, topped by ancient ruins, along 

the way.

For our second-last night, we anchored in the bay next to Kapi 

Creek to be close to Fethiye in order to be back at the marina for our 

last night. We spent the evening in enthusiastic song and enjoyed a 

midnight swim while staring up at the blanket of stars − truly 

 memorable.

Sailing back into the Fethiye Gulf, we passed more little inlets and 

nooks and crannies that offered more beautiful moorings. You could 

spend a good month here and probably not even see 

everything.  

The Fethiye and Göcek Gulfs are beautiful, like big 

valleys with many little islands and outcrops every-

where, and tree-lined mountains as far as you can see. 

One of my best memories was sailing in the Fethiye 

Gulf to the sounds of Jack Johnson in 18 knots of warm 

wind. We managed to get close to 10 knots boat speed, 

not bad for a heavy catamaran, and we even heard  

a hum of excitement from her. 

We enjoyed one last swim in a little bay close to 

TURKEY TAKE-OUTS
Memories include…

–Tubs of fresh cherries

–Nutella-filled pancakes 

bought from boat traders

–Sounds of cicada beetles 

humming in the mornings

–Efes Pilsener and  

beer shandies

–“Cin” and tonics

–Tree-covered mountains as 

far as the eye can see

–Flat, silver-pink waters 

at sunset

–Hundreds of games of Uno, 

cards and backgammon

SAIL READER OFFER
SAIL readers qualify for  

a 10% discount on a booking 

made with The Moorings. 

To receive your quote in ZAR 

calculated at a low $ rate, 

contact Ikraam at  

ikraam.galant@tuimarine.co.za 

or 021 200 1836.  

(Use promo code SAIL.)

The escape you want 
in a place you’ll treasure

UNFORG ETTABLE MOMENTSon the water

A Variety of Yachts to Charter in a Variety of Destinations.
For Bareboat and Skippered Options
Contact the Experts
The Moorings, Cape Town
Tel: 021 200 1836
E mail: Liesl.Nel@tuimarine.com
www.moorings.com
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A fl irt with 
Fling in the 
Caribbean
Sailing the trade winds in the Caribbean.
By Irvine Laidlaw

F
or Cape Town sailors used to strong southeasterlies, sailing in 

the Caribbean is easy work. Blessed with winds mostly from 

12 to 25 knots from a fairly consistent direction of 90 to 125 

TWA, the Caribbean offers some of the best sailing conditions 

in the world. 

Fortunately, there are many well-run regattas that allow us to take 

advantage of these winds and waters. The diffi culty is more in choosing 

which dates and events are going to be the most fun. Some events are 

reserved for the superyachts (over 100ft), many have large bareboat 

fl eets, such as Heineken St Maarten and Antigua, and some feature 

every shape and size of boat. Most have been around for many years 

and have honed both the race courses and the partying to a fi ne art.

This year we took Highland Fling XI, the Reichel-Pugh 82, to the 

islands for three regattas. The fi rst was the famed Caribbean 600, 

which winds it ways backwards, forwards and around many of the 

islands for 600 miles. In the 82, this should have taken us around 

48 hours, but we sadly had to retire at Guadelupe, 400 miles into the 

race, because of rigging failure. Still, we had a great race with the 

leading two 72s being close to us – sometimes behind; sometimes 

ahead – the whole time.

Heineken is a regatta I’ve done many times before, and have 

always enjoyed. This year what’s usually the fi nal race, around the 

island, was changed to Day One and we had a scorcher of a sail, 

creating a new record of 00.40.07. Fling loves to sail reaching in heavy 

airs! Competition in our class came from two TP 52s and an older 

Farr 60. We never managed to beat the best 52, Sorcha, on handicap 

although we came close on the last day (50 seconds over a two-hour 

race). Second in class was a reasonable performance that probably 

refl ected the boat and our sailing. Parties every night on the beach kept 

everyone entertained in true Caribbean style. What’s not to like?

Next up was Voiles de St Barths, which was a new regatta for me. 

Here we had stiff competition in our class with Comanche, Rambler 88 

and a number of other good boats around our size. Starts would be 

competitive and aggressive, but at least the courses suited us with 

lots of reaching.

It’s a long way to go from Cape Town, but if you can get there 

you’ll fi nd the best sailing in the world. Of all the islands in the 

Caribbean, St Barths is undoubtedly the nicest, best-organised, 

best-run place. It’s been described as “St Tropez in the Caribbean”, 

which is a pretty accurate description. Top that with (normally) good 

winds, a beautiful coastline with many outlying rocks to round, and 

you have a near-perfect sailing venue.

But in 2016 it didn’t quite live up to the promise. On land the 

parties were rosé-fuelled and dance-propelled, but on the water the 

wind didn’t live up to its reputation. After decent winds on Day One, an 

unheard-of calm established itself over the island, resulting in a quiet 

sail on Day Two, no sailing on Day Three, and four to seven knots on 

Day Four. Given the level of partying on the lay day (between the second 

and third race), maybe it wasn’t such a bad thing that there wasn’t any 

sailing on Day Three!

Highland Fling had its usual complement of top sailors, only 

missing Xavier and Sarah, who are in Finland getting the new Swan 115 

(Highland Fling 15) ready for launch. We had some excellent racing, with 

a third, second and a disappointing fourth on the last racing day. HF, in 

light winds, was lying second until 200 metres before the fi nish, when 

all wind shut off for 10 minutes as other boats sailed round us. Ah, the 

joys of sailing! Despite this, we’ve signed up to go back for Voiles 2017.
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I
’ve often adopted the policy of instantly accepting 

invitations that entice with the possibility of adventure  

and new experiences, only to worry about the “how” 

afterwards. Well, this happened to me when I was invited 

to be one of the helmsmen on board Irvine Laidlaw’s 82-foot 

Reichel-Pugh, Highland Fling, which had been entered into the 

Caribbean 600, a race made for this downwind speedster.

The Caribbean 600 attracts the glitterati of the sailing 

world with well over 100 Olympians, World Champions, 

America’s Cup and Volvo Ocean Race sailors mixed with 

hundreds of passionate Corinthian sailors competing on  

70 yachts in an exhilarating 600-mile race around  

11 Caribbean islands including Saint Martin, Saint Kitts, Saint 

Barthélemy and Guadeloupe. Not only does this race attract the 

superstars in sailing, it attracts super racing yachts, such as the 

100-footer Comanche, skippered by Volvo sailor Ken Read, four 72-foot 

mini-maxis (Hap Fauth’s Bella Mente, skippered by Volvo race winner 

Mike Sanderson; Sir Peter Ogden’s Jethou; George Sakellaris’s Proteus; 

and Dieter Schön’s Momo) and, of course, our ride − Highland Fling.

Our trip to the Caribbean started with a BA flight from Joburg to 

Heathrow, then a stressful transfer to Gatwick along the infamous M25, 

known as the largest parking lot in the world. Next was our flight to the 

island of Antigua, which is the largest of the English-speaking Leeward 

Islands in the Caribbean Sea.

We were greeted at the airport by Cape Town’s adopted son, Xavier 

Mecoy (better known as “X”) who, along with his wife, Sarah, runs the 

Fling programme, making him, by proxy, my boss for the two weeks that 

I was there. We had a few days to do some sightseeing and experience 

the local cuisine of this interesting, colourful island of extreme 

proportions − from the pristine beaches, resorts and marinas to the 

rundown villages and locations with their abandoned cars and buildings.

After our R&R, it was down to the business of boats. As it is  

with all racing yachts, for every hour of sailing a good six hours of 

preparation is needed. Fling was no exception, especially as this was  

her first offshore race since her launch. The boat was shipped, mast up, 

from Palma Mallorca to St Martin, offloaded and then motor-sailed 

some 100 miles to Falmouth Harbour in Antigua. 

Once in Antigua, the preparation for the race began, including: 

fitting pipe cots, fitting a new gorilla forestay foil, checking all  

hydraulics and electrical systems, fitting all safety gear, servicing  

all jammers and winches, splicing the new mainsheet and runner  

tales (the runner full load is 12.5 tons). 

The crew started arriving five days before the race start. Their job, 

amongst others, was to get all the sails battened, loaded and tested, 

which meant time to start sailing. The crew, made up of American, 

English, Scots, Irish, Kiwi, Aussie and South African sailors, all brought 

loads of experience and skills. Crew included Peter Holmberg, our 

tactician, who competed on the America’s Cup stage and boasts two 

Olympic medals; Justin Slattery, who has never missed a Volvo Ocean 

Race leg in the last five Volvo races and had a win with Team Abu Dhabi 

in the last race; and Jan Dekker, who has competed in four Volvo races 

and four America’s Cup campaigns, including with Alinghi and USA’s 

Oracle Team. The South Africans on our team included Geoff Meek,  

Jan Dekker, Shane Elliot, Michael Giles and myself.

S A I L
R C Y CR O Y A L  C A P E R S  A B R O A D

A 600-MILE DASH   
Hylton Hale reflects on his experience as a helmsman 
on Highland Fling in the Caribbean 600.
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THE RACE

Organised by the Royal Ocean Racing Club in conjunction with the 

Antigua Yacht Club, apart from the three multihulls, which included 

two MOD 70s, the race is raced under the IRC rules and the ISAF 

Offshore Special Regulations and any amendments thereto for 2015, 

and RORC Prescriptions Category 3 plus Category 2 Liferaft, EPIRB and 

AIS Transponder.

The Caribbean weather during February is extremely predictable, 

with the prevailing easterly a constant. Yet its tendency to veer to the 

east-south-east is not uncommon. Thic can have a huge effect on any 

race planning, especially around sail choices. The Caribbean 600 has 

many corners with relatively short legs, so forward planning is vital for 

smooth transitions. The navigator, Matt Wachowicz, and the team 

management were thorough in sourcing their weather forecasts from 

the top meteorologists around the world. They went to great pains in 

explaining and predicting each leg at our team briefings.

On an 82-foot boat with 20 crew, clear and concise communication 

is essential to successful manoeuvring and keeping all in loop. The task 

of ensuring that all instructions were relayed successfully fell to our 

crew boss Paul Standbridge, who is not unfamiliar to this role. It was 

comforting to note that the crew instantly fell into “race mode” when 

instructed, and Paul’s clear instructions were dealt with in an efficient 

and precise manner. 

During our practise sessions, I was the allocated helmsman for 

two of the three days. I relished the opportunity to drive a machine 

such as Fling, and my slight nervousness was quickly overcome by 

surprise at how easily the boat tracks and sails under her 40-metre 

mast with downwind sails totalling 925 square metres.     

Our tactician, Peter Holmberg, describes his experience of the race: 

“We had prepared our inshore boat pretty well for this offshore test, but 

knew that we would be up against more than just the competition.  

We had a pleasant start and were in a tight pack with the four Maxi 72s 

for most of the race, having a race within a race, which is always good 

for pushing yourself. We were leading our pack into Guadeloupe, with 

only a couple more legs to go in the race, when we had problems with 

our rigging holding up the mast and had to retire. This was a real 

shame, as we were probably looking at a top three result, and our boat 

and team had been performing so well. But even this disappointment 

won’t erase the sweet memories of rounding Saint Kitts and Nevis at 

sunset, rounding Saba at 10pm only a couple-hundred feet from shore, 

rounding St Barths and St Maarten in darkness, racing just metres from 

our pack of boats all through this time, dolphins playing with us, and  

the general life onboard doing an offshore race with 20 of your new  

best friends. It was truly a fantastic race − one that I hope to do  

many more times.”  

So all in all, apart from the D2 rig failure, it was a fantastic 

experience sailing in ideal tropical conditions with a bunch of good mates.

R O Y A L  C A P E R S  A B R O A D
S A I L
R C Y C

ZF IS PROPULSION
Our Marine Service division covers the repair of ZF Marine gearboxes, sail drives, 
control systems and thrusters for pleasure, commercial and fast craft applications. 
Repairs are undertaken on-site as well as at our Cape Town branch, Marine 
competence centre.

Johannesburg: +27 11 457 0000 I Cape Town: +27 21 950 6300 I www.zf.com/za
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S A I L
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The South 50 Expedition
Nick Leggatt reports on a sailing and climbing expedition to South Georgia.

I
n mid-October 2015 the South 50 Expedition got underway 

from Puerto Madryn, Argentina, heading towards the Falkland 

Islands and South Georgia. This private expedition had two 

main objectives. The first goal was for the three Capetonian 

climbers – Scarre Celliers, Brian Valentine and Ian Manson – to 

celebrate their 50th birthdays climbing peaks south of latitude  

50 degrees south. The second was to pay homage to Sir Ernest 

Shackleton’s remarkable crossing of the uncharted mountains of South 

Georgia 100 years ago, when he went to get help for his shipwrecked 

crew, stranded 800 miles away on Elephant Island.

To get the team to South Georgia, Gert van der Linde had already 

sailed his 40’ Lavranos-designed yacht, Faraway, from RCYC across to 

Argentina, where I joined him as the second member of the sailing team.

Faraway turned out to be an excellent vessel for the expedition  

and by breaking the 1 300-mile journey from Argentina to South 

Georgia with a stop in the Falkland Islands, we were able to take 

advantage of shorter weather windows between the typical Southern 

Ocean frontal systems. 

Puerto Madryn to Stanley was mostly completed running dead 

downwind under goose-winged sails, in the northwesterlies ahead of  

a cold front. We arrived in the Falklands at about the same time as the 

bad weather and were then holed up there for about 10 days until the 

next break!

Once again we had good downwind conditions between frontal 

systems, but about halfway to South Georgia we crossed the Antarctic 

Convergence zone and temperatures plummeted from being merely 

cold to freezing. Fog set in and we were very grateful for the solid 

dodger over the front of the cockpit. As we approached South Georgia, 

we saw a couple of icebergs, but they were large and far away and 

posed no threat to us.

First stop was at King Edward Point to complete formalities with 

the administrator, and then we faced a long beat, back around to King 

Haakon Bay and the start of the Shackleton Traverse at Peggotty Bluff. 

Over the following days we visited several anchorages around the island 

while the three climbers completed their trek. Conditions ranged from 

beautiful and flat calm days to days of hurricane-force winds, though 

the high mountains and long fjord-like bays meant that weather 

conditions could be extremely localised. It could be windy and bleak in 

one bay, and calm in another one just a few miles away.

Once the climbers had completed their expedition, we began  

the long passage home. Remarkably, we were favoured with a big 

high-pressure system between South Georgia and Tristan da Cunha, 

giving us generally light winds, even a lot of easterly winds, requiring  

a lot of motor-sailing. We stopped briefly in Tristan to refuel, but had to 

get underway again quite quickly as the weather was forecast to turn, 

and the anchorage is very exposed.

From Tristan to Cape Town the wind generally remained light  

and we motor-sailed for much of the way in pleasant, mild conditions.P
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Catamarans Monohulls Powerboats

Southern Africa agent for the Elan Performance and 
Impression Cruising Range from Elan Yachts. 
Contact me for further information or to arrange a viewing. 
Having been involved in the sailing industry since 1998 I have 
built a strong knowledge and am able to assist – whatever your 
requirements are. Please do not hesitate to contact me.
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Follow  their  race  to  Rio

HOW  FAR  YOU  GO,   DEPENDS  ON  WHO  GOES  W ITH  YOU.

S A I L
R C Y CR O Y A L  C A P E R S  A B R O A D
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Two South African entries competed at 

Antigua Sailing Week in the Jeanneau 

50.9 Sun Odyssey Bareboat 1 charter fleet.

RCYC members Patrick Holloway,  

Neil Gregory, Tim Jones, Eckhard Marshing 

and Jurgen Chemelli took up the challenge, 

along with Richard Gie from the False Bay 

Yacht Club. The second local entry was  

sailed by RCYC member Craig Sutherland  

and his team.

A week of round-the-can races,  

medium- and long-distance races between 

Gaudelope and Antigua and Barbuda, coupled 

with social events, made for a fantastic regatta.

Craig and his team, on Xerex, did well, 

coming in second in the Bareboat 1 division, 

and Patrick and the team came fourth in the 

same division, on Cape Stormers − Odin.

Royal Capers fly the SA flag at Antigua Sailing Week

Making Music  
on the waves
High notes for Music in the US and Caribbean.

The New York Yacht Club Annual Regatta was next, with the hosts 

laying on some fantastic events at their magnificent clubhouse in 

Newport. This wasn’t our best event, though, as we had very light winds 

and quite a few short-course races that didn’t really suit us. Still, it was 

wonderful for the crew to take part in such a prestigious event.

Then it was time for the 2015 Block Island Race Week. Block 

Island is a small island about 14 miles off Newport. It’s really pretty 

and, in addition to being well known for the annual regatta, it’s also  

a popular wedding venue. We rented a lovely house for the crew, with 

Gerry as braai-master-in-chief keeping us all well fed.

A promising start saw us winning four of the first five races,  

but lighter winds saw us slip back into third in our class. The highlight  

of the week was the round-the-island race. Despite very heavy 

conditions, we won in our class and came fifth overall. (For more,  

see http://bit.ly/21VRJvC)

Overall, it was a really great season for Music. The crew were 

outstanding and the extraordinary teamwork was ably led by crew boss 

Mike Giles and boat captain Gerry. Taking part in regattas in some of the 

world’s most famous racing waters was a thrilling experience for all. 

−James Blakemore

At the end of the Mediterranean season in 2015, the Swan 53  

Music was shipped to the Caribbean to take part in their 2016 

season. We also decided to try our luck and enter some regattas on  

the East Coast of America.

The season got underway on 23 February, with the RORC 

Caribbean 600 and its start and finish in Antigua. This was a really 

interesting race with loops around St Barths and St Maarten in the 

north, and then down south to sail around Guadeloupe and back to 

Antigua for the finish. 

Good wind got us off to a promising start and we maintained the 

leading (or thereabouts) position until ending up in dead calm in the lee 

off Guadeloupe. It’s not easy getting out of the wind shadow caused by 

the large mountain range. But a good last 24-hour sail saw us holding 

on to a credible third position in our class. This well-organised event is  

a must for anyone wanting to race in the most beautiful sailing waters.

After that we went off to compete in the Rolex Swan Cup Caribbean 

2015, held off Virgin Gorda in the British Virgin Islands in March. Having 

finished a close second two years before, when the wind dropped off for 

the last two days of racing, we were wary of the threat held by the 

lighter Swan 42s. However, the winds were kind to us. We held off the 

serious challenge of USA’s Kora 6 to win all four races − the highlight of 

Music’s four-year racing record! The crew were very happy indeed.

After that excitement, we set off to race in the Voiles de St Barths 

2015 Regatta starting on 13 April. This event is gaining in popularity as 

it takes place in a really beautiful setting and is extremely well 

organised. Once again, we had the challenge of the other Swan 53, 

Puffy, which we’d held off to win in 2013. Another fantastic effort by our 

crew in highly competitive racing saw us holding off all challengers to 

again win all four races and end up first in our class. 

After this successful campaign in the Caribbean, Gerry Hegie and 

some crew sailed Music to Annapolis, Maryland, to take part in the A2N 

(Annapolis to Newport Race). Annapolis, situated at the head of 

Chesapeake Bay, has a vibrant and active yacht club. Unfortunately,  

the clubhouse was badly damaged by a fire late in 2015, caused by an 

electrical Christmas tree light, but there are plans to rebuild. A2N is  

a well-run race with reception committees set up to welcome visiting 

yachts. They go to a lot of trouble to make everyone welcome. 

The course down Chesapeake Bay was interesting with quite fluky 

winds. We had to stay clear of fishing nets, pots and so on… Some good 

winds going up the coast towards New York got us into a strong position 

and we managed a respectable second, behind Carina, in our class − as 

well as overall.



Making her mark
Phillippa Hutton-Squire looks back on an 
eventful season.

In 2015 I skippered a Class 40 for Team Concise with an “all-girl” 

crew. The fi rst big race for the summer was the Normandy Channel 

Race. This is a 1 000nm race in the English Channel, around Fastnet 

Rock (Ireland) and back to Northern France. 

It was the fi fth time I’d entered this race. This year Annabel Vose, 

a French mini Transat sailor, sailed with me on Concise 2. We had 

a tough race with lots of breakages and strong winds. Yet we managed 

to fi nish − not very well but, considering our breakages, we were proud 

of ourselves.

I then skippered the same boat with an all-female crew in the 

Royal Ocean Racing Club races, with the Rolex Fastnet race being the 

pinnacle of the season. We sailed across the Channel almost every 

second weekend, fi nishing on the podium for most of the races. 

The RORC Fastnet was a light, tough race and most of the crew 

had never been to the Rock before. Concise 2 was the fi rst all-female 

team to cross the line in Plymouth, fi nishing eleventh in Class 40. 

We had one more race after that, which saw Concise 2 come second 

overall in the RORC Class 40 season.

Next up was TJV, the Transat Jacques Vabre. This time Pip Hare 

sailed with me on Concise 2. The Transat Jacques Vabre started in 

Northern France, in Le Harve, and fi nished 5 500nm later in Itajaí, 

Southern Brazil. 

We started in late October, just as the winter storms were setting 

in. The fi rst week was big seas and upwind. It was wet and bouncy for 

a solid week – a lot of the fl eet retired due to broken boats. 

We managed to keep the boat together and stay with the fl eet, 

and were doing well (in the top 10) until we got divided by an area of 

no wind. This blocked us from crossing the equator with the leaders. 

Once we escaped this, we raced with three other boats across the 

equator and down the coast of Brazil. 

Sailing down the coast was fun – fast, wet and hot. We did a great 

job staying in the pack and fi nished ninth in what was a tight race: The 

boat that came in sixth place only fi nished eight hours ahead of us and 

number eight only fi nished 20 minutes ahead of us.

Overall, in Class 40 for 2015 I was ninth, and the fi rst female 

skipper. I’m absolutely thrilled with the great year of sailing I had. 

For more on my sailing, visit www.phillippahuttonsquire.com 
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Team Tokoloshe
The team sailed like winners during 2015’s 
European summer, says Mike Bartholomew.

Although most of the racing was inshore, the highlight of the year 

was the famous Rolex Fastnet Race – a course of some 650 miles 

starting off Cowes, going around the Fastnet Rock south of Ireland and 

finishing in Plymouth. 

The race is so popular, the 350 entry limit was oversubscribed 

within an hour of opening. Irrespective of the pedigree of boat or 

experience level of crews, to qualify to cross the startline each entrant 

has to complete a number of RORC offshore races in the same season, 

before the Fastnet. 

We chose the Cervantes Trophy Race to France, in which we 

finished a disappointing sixth, and the Myth of Malham – a distance of 

some 230 miles − from Cowes around the Eddystone Rock off Plymouth 

and back to the Solent. In this one, Tokoloshe featured much better by 

winning Class 1 and achieving third place overall out of 145 entries.

The Fastnet itself was somewhat frustrating, with a lot of light  

airs and sometimes none at all. The variable conditions kept the crew 

on their toes − and the quest to stay awake put quite a strain on the 

stock of Red Bulls! Yet Tokoloshe had a good race, winning Class 1A, 

achieving a second in Class 1 (of 52 entries) and coming 33 overall.  

In addition, we won the Jolie Brise Trophy for being the first  

non-Class O (big boat) home.

The results of the inshore programme were: third in IRC 1 in the 

RORC Easter Challenge; second in IRC 1 in the Spring Championships; 

fourth in IRC 0 in the Round the Island Race; second in IRC 1 in the 

UK IRC Championships; third in Class 0 in Cowes Week; and third in 

the Fast 40 Class in the Royal Southern Yacht Club Aveva September 

Regatta. We were also awarded the Queen’s Cup for winning the first 

race in Cowes Week.

At the time of writing, we’re about to compete in the first Fast 40 

regatta of the UK season. Fast 40 is a new class of light displacement 

40-footers all within a very narrow rating band. The class is made up of 

a number of modified GP 42s and several new builds. At this stage, 

there are 12 entries in the first regatta with more boats arriving during 

the season. There are six Fast 40 regattas through the season and it 

promises to be a really exciting class. Racing is fast and furious and  

I wonder how I’ll handle running down to a leeward mark at 20 knots 

with 10 or more boats within boat lengths of each other. Let’s see...P
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It’s an iconic race that joins two of the world’s most iconic cities: 

Cape Town and Rio de Janeiro.

Hosted by the Royal Cape Yacht club in Cape Town and ICRJ  

(Iate Clube do Rio de Janeiro) in Rio, the Cape to Rio is the only African 

offshore race and the longest continent-to-continent yacht race in the 

Southern Hemisphere.

The race first started in 1971, with 69 boats competing and 

including great skippers, such as Sir Robin Knox-Jonston. The race best 

known as the Cape to Rio has mainly headed for Rio de Janeiro, but at 

times also to other South American venues, including Punta del Este in 

Uruguay and, more recently, Salvador, the capital of the Brazilian state 

of Bahia.

The next Cape to Rio is due to set off on 1 January 2017 − 46 years 

to the day that the first race set off from Table Bay. At the time of going 

to press, 11 official entries had been received with 40 boats expressing 

their interest in this fascinating close to 3 300-mile tactical race, which 

demands both great seamanship and weather-savvy skills. 

From Table Mountain to Sugarloaf
The 2017 Cape to Rio yacht race is set to  
pit David against Goliath once more. The 2014 Cape to Rio  

received a total of 

R217 million 
worth of local and international 

media exposure

The official Cape to Rio  

website received 

10 823 785 
hits and 

100 420 
unique visitors during the period 

November 2014 – February 2015

The Cape to Rio generated 

141 
print articles 

261 
broadcasts  

through radio and television and 

105 

online mentions

The official race Facebook page received 1 800 000 hits
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BOAT NAME OWNER/SKIPPER DESIGN COUNTRY CLUB CLASS

Black Cat Adrian Pearson/David Immelman Didi 38 South Africa RCYC/RORC/HYC Racing Monohull 

Sophie B Tom & Harry Moultrie Swan 411 South Africa RCYC Racing Monohull 

Mercenario 4 Martin Nacarato Soto 44 C/R Argentina Yacht Club Argentino Racing Monohull 

Regardless William Brooks Simonis 35 South Africa RCYC Racing Monohull 

Black Pearl Stefan Jentzsch Carkeek 47 Germany RORC Racing Monohull 

Vulcan Hylton Hale/Francois Kuttel GP 42 South Africa RCYC Racing Monohull 

Avanti Klaus Wiswedel Vickers 41 South Africa RCYC Racing Monohull 

Beau Geste Gavin Brady Botin 80 Australia Racing Monohull 

Xtra-Link Yolo Dale Kushner Sunfast 3200 South Africa RCYC
Racing Monohull 

Double-Handed

Mussulo Team 
Angolan Cables

José Guilherme Mendes Pereira Caldas Class 40 Angola Clube Naval Luanda Double-Handed

Skimmer Peter Skeat/Mike Giles Anton Du Toit 74ft South Africa CTYC Multihull

Kwela Abrie Erasmus
J Antrim/  

A Erasmus Trimaran
South Africa GBYC/RCYC Multihull

Smart Tri40 Daniel Colyn SmartTri40 South Africa RCYC Multihull

*Entry list correct at time of going to press

Entries close on 5 December. For more information, contact Adrian Spencer Jones at cape2rio2017@rcyc.co.za
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DAY JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE
SUN

MON 1 Workers’ Day

TUE 2

WED 1 Lufthansa Twilight 4 1 Lufthansa Twilight 8 3

THU 2 2 4 1

FRI 3 3 5 2

SAT 4 Double-Handed Race 2 4 1 Seniors’ Pursuit Race 6 Glacier Summer Series 4 3

SUN 1 New Year’s Day
Cape2Rio 2nd start

5 5 2 7 4 RCYC AGM

MON 2 6 6 3 8 5

TUE 3 7 7 4 9 6

WED 4 8 Lufthansa Twilight 5 8 Flag Officers’ Team Race  5 10 7

THU 5 9 9 6 11 8

FRI 6 10 Fling Regatta 10 7 12 9

SAT 7 11 Fling Regatta 11 Double-Handed Race 3 8 Glacier Summer Series 3 13 Double-Handed Race 5 10 Portugal Day Race

SUN 8 12 Fling Regatta 12 9 14 11

MON 9 13 13 10 15 12

TUE 10 14 14 11 16 13

WED 11 Lufthansa Twilight 1 15 Lufthansa Twilight 6 15 12 17 14

THU 12 16 16 13 18 15

FRI 13 17 17 14 Good Friday 19 16 Youth Day

SAT 14 Harken RRI 18 Club Summer Series 
Race 1

18 Club Summer Series 2 
Fin de la Saison

15 20 Interprofessional Race 17 GBYC Gaul Regatta

SUN 15 19 19 Fin de la Saison 16 Easter Sunday 21 Hout Bay Raid 18 GBYC Gaul Regatta

MON 16 20 20 17 Family Day 22 19

TUE 17 21 21 Human Rights Day 18 23 20

WED 18 Lufthansa Twilight 2 22 Lufthansa Twilight 7 22 19 24 21

THU 19 23 23 20 25 22

FRI 20 24 Mykonos Offshore 24 21 26 23

SAT 21 Double-Handed Race 1 25 Mykonos Offshore 25 22 27 Club Champs Prizegiving 24 Youth Regatta

SUN 22 26 26 23 28 25 Youth Regatta

MON 23 27 27 24 29 26

TUE 24 28 28 25 30 27

WED 25 Lufthansa Twilight 3 29 26 31 28

THU 26 30 27 Freedom Day
Pinto Rally

29

FRI 27 31 28 30

SAT 28 Glacier Summer Series 1 Saldanha Bay Raid 29 Double-Handed Race 4

SUN 29 30

MON 30  

TUE 31

W W W. R C Y C . C O . Z A6 0

DAY JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER
SUN

MON 1

TUE 2 1

WED 3 2 Lufthansa Twilight 4

THU 4 1 3 1

FRI 1 5 2 4 2

SAT 2 L26 Nationals 6 Women’s Day Cruise 3 1 Ladies’ Race 5 Novamarine 
Overnight Race

3 Double-Handed Race 5

SUN 3 L26 Nationals 7  4 2 6 Novamarine 
Overnight Race

4

MON 4 8 5 3 7 5

TUE 5 9 Women’s Day 6 4 8 6

WED 6 10 7 5 9 Lufthansa Twilight 5 7 Fun Twilight  
& Prizegiving

THU 7 11 8 6 10 8

FRI 8 Lipton Cup 12 9 7 11 9

SAT 9 Lipton Cup 13 Double-Handed Race 2 10 Club Series 3 8 Opening Cruise 
Cape Town Boat Show

12 10

SUN 10 Lipton Cup 14 11 Addis Family Day/Sail 9 Cape Town Boat Show 13 11

MON 11 Lipton Cup 15 12 10 14 12

TUE 12 Lipton Cup 16 13 11 15 13

WED 13 Lipton Cup 17 14 12 Lufthansa Twilight 1 16 Lufthansa Twilight 6 14 Day of Reconciliation

THU 14 Lipton Cup 18 15 13 17 15 Cape Town Race Week

FRI 15 Lipton Cup 19 16 14 Cape Town Boat Show 18 16 Cape Town Race Week

SAT 16 Seaport Fishing Cruise 20 17 Double-Handed Race 3 15 Harken RRI 19 Italian Ambassador’s 17 Cape Town Race Week

SUN 17 21 18 16 Cape Town Boat Show 20 18 Cape Town Race Week

MON 18 22 19 17 21 19 Cape Town Race Week

TUE 19 23 20 18 22 20 Cape Town Race Week

WED 20 Club Winter Talk 24 21 19 Lufthansa Twilight 2 23 Lufthansa Twilight 7 21

THU 21 25 22 20 24 22

FRI 22 26 23 FBYC Spring Regatta 21 25 23

SAT 23 Club Series 1 27 Club Series 2 24 Pinto Russell Rally 22 Risk Africa 26 Club Series 4 24

SUN 24 28 25 FBYC Spring Regatta 23 Risk Africa 27 25 Christmas Day

MON 25 29 26 24 28 26 Boxing Day
Cape2Rio 1st start

TUE 26 30 27 25 29 27

WED 27 31 28 26 Lufthansa Twilight 3 30 Lufthansa Twilight 8 28

THU 28 29 Mossel Bay Race  
from FBYC

27 29

FRI 29  30 28 30

SAT 30 Double-Handed Race 1 29 Double-Handed Race 4 31

SUN 31  30

MON  31

RCYC RACING CALENDAR 2016/2017
Short-handed seriesFun PR eventsTwilight Series

Club championships 
RCYC rating/IRC

Offshore events
Main regattas –  
Western Cape circuit



RCYC RACE RESULTS
Interprofessional Challenge May 2015

1 Bally Hoo Too, Bad Habit, Hill Billy & Hors d’Oeuvre Engineering 1

2 Windpower, Scarlet Sun, FarMed & Majimoto II Architects 

3 Hollard Jacana, Silky & Six Pack Legal

Portugal Day Pursuit Race Jun 2015
OVERALL

1 Vulcan Hylton Hale/ John Cullum

2 Hollard Jacana Patrick Holloway

3 Windpower Phil Gutsche

4 Mwah Gordon Kling/Steve Meek

5 Bally Hoo Too JJ Provoyeur

DIVISION 1

1 Vulcan Hylton Hale/ John Cullum

DIVISION 2

1 Scarlet Sun Luke Scott

DIVISION 3

1 B&G RCYC Academy

MIURA FLEET

 Far-Med Jorg Wegner

TEAM TROPHY

 Mwah, Scarlet Sun, Humdinger, Halali, Team Fernao Magalhaes

  Bodytec Flyer, Ebb Tide, Spilhaus

Lipton Cup Jul 2015
Winner Overall RCYC Co-Ordination Royal Cape Yacht Club

Winner Rectangle Course LTC Phoenix Hout Bay Yacht Club 

Winner Triangle Course Southern Charter  

  UCT Maverick University of Cape Town Yacht Club

Winner Windward/Leeward  

Course RCYC Co-Ordination Royal Cape Yacht Club

Winner 3 traditional Courses RCYC Co-Ordination Royal Cape Yacht Club

Winner of Last Additional Race  Co-Ordination Royal Cape Yacht Club

Highest placed KwaZulu Team Orion B2G2 Royal Natal Yacht Club

Youth Development award Quiver B&G Port Owen Yacht Club

Club Winter Series Jul-Dec 2015
DIVISION 1

1 Hollard Jacana J133 Patrick Holloway

2 Me 2 Me Farr 38 Derek Shuttleworth

3 Morning Glory Farr 40 Bjorn Geiger

DIVISION 2

1 Scarlet Sun Simonis 35 Luke Scott

2 Nuthr Witch L34 David Garrard

3 Always Well First Class 7.5 Sailing Academy

DIVISION 3

1 Hors d’ Oeuvres L26 Peter Bam

2 Far Med Miura Vitor Medina

3 Bodytec Flyer Charger 33 Andrew Collins

Harken Round Robben Island Race Oct 2015
1 Impact Impact RCYC One Design  Tommy Walker

2 Bodytec Flyer Charger 33 Andrew Collins

3 Nuthr Witch L34 Dave Garrard

Riskafrica Regatta Oct 2015
1 Regardless Simonis 35 William Brooks 

2 TouchWood L1 ton  Gerry Hegie/Robbie van Rooyen 

3 Xtra Link Yolo Sun Fast 3200  Dale Kushner

Novamarine Rob Meek Overnight Race Nov 2015
DIVISION 1

1 First 40 First 40 Dave Arnott
2 Privateer Class 40 Francois Kuttel

DIVISION 2
1 Scarlet Sun Simonis 35 Luke Scott
2 RockStar Far 38 Mod JJ Fourie
3 Raymarine Regardless Simonis 35 William Brooks

DIVISION 3 
1 Shadowfax Charger 33 Bernard Farmer
2 Bodytec Flyer Charger 33 Barnaby Steynor/ Andrew Collins

One Eighty Ladies Race Nov 2015
1 Nuthr Witch L 34 Belinda Hayward/Dave Garrard
2 First 40 First 40 Mary-Ann Sharwood/Dave Arnott
3 Lapwing L 34 Jennifer Burger/Jennifer Burger

Double Handed Series Jul-Nov 2015
DIVISION 1

1 Mwah J 111 Gordon Kling Steve Meek
2 Nuthr Witch L34 Dave Garrard Steve Garrard
3 Tenacity J 111 Anthony Cassar Marc Block

DIVISION 2
1 Bodytec Flyer Charger 33 Andrew Collins Petri Saloman
2 Humdinger Astove John Waller Martin Winter
3 Hill Billy J27 Joep Schoof Alex van Ness

Lufthansa Twilight Series Oct-Dec 2015
DIVISION 1 SPINNAKER

1 Windpower Landmark 43 Phil Gutsche/Rick Nankin
2 Nitro Corby 49 Mike Hayton
3 Morning Glory Farr 40 Kristina Plattner

DIVISION 1
1 First 40 First 40 Dave Arnott
2 Jacana J133 Patrick Holloway/Neil Gregory
3 Naledi J120 Felix Shneider-Bischen

DIVISION 2 SPINNAKER
1 Scarlet Sun Simonis 35 Luke Scott
2 Nuthr Witch L34 Dave Garrard
3 Raymarine Regardless Simonis 35 William Brooks

DIVISION 2
1 Freedom Far 38 CP van der Merwe
2 Vortex L 34 Mike Atkins
3 Xtra Link Yolo Sun Fast 3200 Dale Kushner

DIVISION 3 SPINNAKER
1 Hors d’Oeuvre L26 Peter Bam
2 FTI Flyer Charger 33 Andrew Collins
3 Carousel Beneteau Oceanis 390 Richard Burnett

DIVISION 3
1 Cabaray Stadt 34 Ray Matthews
2 Impact Impact Tommy Walker Junior
3 FarMed Miura Vitor Medina

COOL CATS & CRUISERS
1 Solitaire Compass 47 Dave Elcock
2 Derbigum Montevideo 43 Alan Haefele
3 Malu’Lani Mauritius 45 Grant Saunders

Italian Ambassador’s Trophy Nov 2015
1 Cape Fling  Irvine Laidlaw
2 A-L  Robbie van Rooyen
3 Hollard Jacana  Patrick Holloway
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Contact - Chris de Kock Cell - +27 (0)83 444 3630   Email - chris@yachtandpowersales.com
Please visit our site for latest listings www.yachtandpowersales.com

Catamarans Monohulls Powerboats

Southern Africa agent for the Elan Performance and 
Impression Cruising Range from Elan Yachts. 
Contact me for further information or to arrange a viewing. 
Having been involved in the sailing industry since 1998 I have 
built a strong knowledge and am able to assist – whatever your 
requirements are. Please do not hesitate to contact me.

• Careful sailors rewarded 
with no claims discounts

• All hull types considered, 
including ferro, steel and 
timber

• For a no obligation 
quotation call us or go to 
our website and complete 
the online proposal form

• Introducers wanted in all 
ports, waters and related 
industries

• Generous commissions 
available

BOAT INSURANCE

Edward William Marine Services are appointed on behalf of an EU fully 
authorised and regulated insurer to offer quotations and arrange cover for 

Private and Pleasure marine insurance on their behalf.  
Insurers terms and conditions apply.

www.edwardwilliam.com
Tel: +34 952 476 090

Edward William

Any Craft, Any Use, Any Age, Anywhere!

Princess V58
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Maserati Cape Town Race Week Dec 2015
IRC DIV 1

1 Nitro Corby 49 Mike Hayton
2 Cape Fling RP 52 Irvine Laidlaw/Geoff Meek
3 Vulcan GP 42 Hylton Hale/Johnny Cullum

IRC DIV 2
1 Hollard Jacana J 133 Dave Munro/Patrick Holloway
2 Bally Hoo Too Mum 36 Mod Rick Garrett/JJ Provoyeur
3 Tenacity RCYC Academy J 111 Errol Stern/Anthony Cassar

DIV 1
1 Xtra-Link Yolo Sunfast 3200 Dale Kushner
2 Yachtport Fast 42 Dave Herman
3 Scarlet Sun Simonis 35 Luke Scott

DIV 2
1 Shadowfax Charger 33 Bernard Farmer
2 Far Med Miura Vitor Medina
3 Bodytec Flyer Charger 33 Andrew Collins

Harken Round Robben Island Race Jan 2016
1 Cape Fling II RP52 Irvine Laidlaw
2 Vulcan GP 42 Hylton Hale /Johnny Cullum
3 Nitro Corby 49  Mike Hayton

Fling Regatta Jan 2016
IRC 1

1 Cape Fling RP52 Irvine Laidlaw
2 Nitro Corby 49 Mike Hayton
3 Windpower Landmark 43 Phil Gutsche/Rick Nankin

IRC 2
1 A-L Mount Gay Rum Farr 38 Robbie Van Rooyen
2 Bally Hoo Too Mum 36 Mod JJ Provoyeur
3 Mwah J111 Gordon Kling/Steve Meek

CLUB
1 Hors d’ Oeuvre L26 Peter Bam
2 FarMed Miura Vitor Medina
3 Ava Miura Colin Horton

Mykonos Offshore Regatta Feb 2016
DISTANCE RACE

Club Division 1  A-L Robbie van Rooyen
Club Division 2  Hill Billy Peter Hill
Club Division 3  Marie Gallant Paul Tellingen
Multihull Banjo  Kevin Webb
Distance Race Irc Overall Nitro  Mike Hayton
Line Honours Cape Fling  Irvine Laidlaw

SPECIAL HARKEN PRIZE FOR 10TH BOAT 
1 Yachtport SA - Dave Herman

BAY RACE 1ST OVERALL
1 A-L - Robbie van Rooyen

WINNER OVERALL MIURA CLASS
CARRASA CUP Marie Gallant Paul van Tellingen

OVERALL MULTIHULL
1 Banjo  Kevin Webb
2 Set Sea  Greg Davis

CLUB DIVISION 3
1 Marie Gallant   Paul van Tellingen
2 Carousel   William Younger/Richard Bernett
3 Iechyd Da   Stefan Hundt

CLUB DIVISION 2
1 Raymarine Regardless  William Brooks
2 Shadowfax  Bernard Farmer
3 Hill Billy  Peter Hill

CLUB DIVISION 1
1 A-L Mount Gay   Robbie van Rooyen
2 Spilhaus   Teddy Kuttel
3 Zenith Thunderchild   Rhett Goldswein

IRC
1  Nitro  Mike Hayton
2  Cape Fling   Irvine Laidlaw
3  Vulcan  Hylton Hale/Johnny Cullum

Lufthansa Twilight Summer Series Jan-Mar 2016
DIVISION 1 SPINNAKER

1 Nitro Corby 49 Mike Hayton
2 Windpower Landmark 43 Phil Gutsche/Rick Nankin
3 Corum Briand 43 Ryan Avery/Paul Vivian

DIVISION 1
1 Hollard Jacana J133 Patrick Holloway/Neil Gregory
2 A-L Mount Gay Rum Farr 38 Robbie Van Rooyen
3 First 40 First 40 Dave Arnott

DIVISION 2 SPINNAKER
1 Scarlet Sun Simonis 35 Luke Scott
2 Nuthr Witch L34 Dave Garrard
3 Raymarine Regardless Simonis 35 William Brooks

DIVISION 2
1 Xtra Link Yolo Sun Fast 3200 Dale Kushner
2 Vortex L 34 Mike Atkins
3 Touch N Go Lightwave 395 Alek Smith

DIVISION 3 SPINNAKER
1 Hors d’Oeuvre L26 Peter Bam
2 Shadowfax Charger 33 Bernard Farmer
3 Bodytec Flyer Charger 33 Andrew Collins

DIVISION 3 
1 Impact Impact Tommy Walker Junior
2 Saiorsie Atlantis 36 Tony Blackwell
3 Cabaray Stadt 34 Ray Matthews

COOL CATS AND CRUISERS
1 Solitaire Compass 47 Dave Elcock
2 Cathy R Compass 47 Johan Rabie
3 Tulliana Leopard 46 Dave Gough

Seniors Race Apr 2016
OVERALL

1 Windpower  Phil Gutsche

80-89 YEARS
1 Spilhaus  Ted Kuttel

70-79 YEARS
1 Windpower  Phil Gutsche

60-69 YEARS
1 Bally Hoo Too  JJ Provoyeur

Glacier by Sanlam Summer Series Jan-May 2016
DIVISION 1

1 Hollard Jacana J133 Patrick Holloway
2 First 40 Beneteau First 40 Dave Arnott
3 Stella Fast 42 Andrew Edwards

DIVISION 2
1 Scarlet Sun Simonis 35 Luke Scott
2 Celine IV Comfortina 39 Volker Vierhaus
3 Touch & Go Lightwave 395 Alek Smith

DIVISION 3
1 Hors d’ Oeuvres L26 Peter Bam
2 Shadowfax Charger 33 Bernard Farmer
3 Bodytec Flyer Charger 33 Andrew Collins

Club Championships
DIVISION 1

1 Hollard Jacana J133 Patrick Holloway/Neil Gregory
2  First 40 First 40 Dave Arnott
3 Stella Fast 42 Andrew Edwards

DIVISION 2
1 Scarlet Sun Simonis 35 Luke Scott
2  Nuthr Witch L34 Dave Garrard
3 Raymarine Regardless Simonis 35 William Brooks

DIVISION 3
1 Hors d’Oeuvre L26 Peter Bam
2  Bodytec Flyer Charger 33 Andrew Collins
3 Shadowfax Charger 33 Bernard Farmer
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